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                             Subdeliverable 12.6 

2nd Policy-oriented briefs  
Factsheet  

 

One of the commitments of GLOBAQUA project is making available the most relevant results and outcomes 
to river basin managers in the appropriate terms and tailored to their specific own needs. A two-way 
complementary process of knowledge transfer, connecting science, and management practice, seems thus 
necessary through the use of management and regulatory-oriented language, thus bridging the presently 
existing communication gap between scientists and water managers /authorities.  

WP 12 POLICY comes across this need, thus filling the gap in-between, and aiming to transform research 
results on management support and tools. The following specific aspects are sought by task 12.5: 
 To identify new research needs from the manager’s point of view, under the light of the WFD 

implementation and foreseen revisions. 
 To transform research results on management options /recommendations. 
 To provide a sound scientific assessment to the forthcoming River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) 

and the related Programmes of Measures (PoM’s). 
Among the actions undertaken within Task 12.5 it is included the Elaboration of policy/regulatory oriented 
and adapted documents (Policy Briefs). 

GLOBAQUA identified opportunities for improvements to EU freshwater policy to minimize the ecological, 
economic and societal consequences of water scarcity and on-going global change. GLOBAQUA researchers 
studied the prevalence, interactions, and linkages between stressors and their effects on the chemical and 
ecological status of freshwater ecosystems in the context of climate change and water scarcity. Through the 
collaboration of a large group of researchers, stakeholders and policy makers, focusing on six contrasting river 
basins and following a cross-scale approach, GLOBAQUA has been able to make key recommendations for 
policy improvement and practices. The key messages broadly encopass the following aspects: 

 The characterization of the river basin is a stepwise process that includes four main elements; 
characterization of water bodies, typologies, reference conditions, and pressure-impact analysis. It aims to 
establish a robust understanding of the essential components of the river basin system.  

 Recommendation on how to improve risk assessments for targeted and effective monitoring design. A 
number of improvements in operational monitoring and assessment methods should be considered. 

 Complex relationships between multiple pressures call for well-equipped, high-resolution, and carefully 
managed monitoring networks of water quantity and quality.  

 To prioritize pressures to be managed GLOBAQUA has delivered a number of tools to support managers 
in developing measures. 

 There has been limited economic knowledge from the catchment institutions to deliver economic analysis, 
which has resulted in traditional regimes when selecting measures. In support of economic analysis and 
appraisal of measures GLOBAQUA provides recommendations 
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 The WFD's requirements for public participation in its planning process address the inherent complexity 
of water resources management and create the impetus for the integration of multiple perspectives and 
skills for decentralized policy-making in freshwater governance.  

 
The above messages are captured on a series of Policy Briefs corresponding to the different Work packages: 
 

 WP2 PB: Impacts of Climate and Land Use Change on water scarcity in European river basins. 
 WP3 PB: Hydrological and water quality alterations in European river basin: actual state and future 

scenarios. 
 WP4 PB: Geomorphological analysis, results & recommendations with respect to sediment/pollutant-

related stressors. 
 WP5 PB: Managing the effects of priority and emerging contaminants in the GLOBAQUA River 

Basins: recommendations for improving Programs of Measures 
 WP6 PB: Biodiversity under multiple stressors: What we have learned 
 WP7 PB: Incorporating ecosystem functioning into monitoring and assessment of river ecological 

status. 
 WP8 PB: Integrated modeling for ecosystem services 
 WP9 PB: The use of Economic incentives to improve Programs of measures that address significant 

pressures on the water ecosystem. 
 WP10 PB: Valuation of ecosystem services 
 WP11 PB: River basin management plans and programmes of measures: an instrument to drive 

multifunctional investments 
 WP12PB: Water Management Policy  

 

In order to effectively accomplishing the objectives foreseen in Task 12.5, the PB’s elaborated and compiled 
in the present Sub-deliverable will be made available to the various stakeholders and end-users. To this end, 
the set of PB’s may require a further adaptation step to the specific needs of each specific basin. This will be 
done in close cooperation with the Case Study leaders. Specifically, the following actions are envisaged: 

 Translation to the respective languages. 
 Improvement of the design and printing layout (with special emphasis on infographics) 
 Direct (in-home) presentation. 
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Milestones reached  
 

This report delivers research outputs for Sub-Milestone 65, which falls under Main Milestone 013: Fifth-year 
scientific achievements as part of Task 12.5. Transfer of policy-relevant results to river basin managers. 
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1. Introduction  
 
One of the commitments of GLOBAQUA project is making available the most relevant results and outcomes 
to river basin managers in the appropriate terms and tailored to their specific own needs. A two-way 
complementary process of knowledge transfer, connecting science, and management practice, seems thus 
necessary through the use of management and regulatory-oriented language, thus bridging the presently 
existing communication gap between scientists and water managers /authorities. WP 12 POLICY comes 
across this need, thus filling the gap in-between, and aiming to transform research results on management 
support and tools. The following specific aspects are sought by task 12.5: 
 To identify new research needs from the manager’s point of view, under the light of the WFD 

implementation and foreseen revisions. 
 To transform research results on management options /recommendations. 
 To provide a sound scientific assessment to the forthcoming River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) 

and the related Programmes of Measures (PoM’s). 
 
Actions to be undertaken include: 
 
(a) Elaboration of policy/regulatory oriented and adapted documents (Policy Briefs) 
(b) The dialogue between scientists and river basin authorities, in which information exchange between both 

parties will be facilitated. 
(c) Direct (in-home) presentation of project results. 
 
The present deliverable specifically addresses action (a), thus complementing previous sub-deliverable D12.2 
1st Policy-oriented brief. 

 

2. The Policy Briefs Overview  
 
GLOBAQUA identified opportunities for improvements to EU freshwater policy to minimize the ecological, 
economic and societal consequences of water scarcity and on-going global change. GLOBAQUA researchers 
studied the prevalence, interactions, and linkages between stressors and their effects on the chemical and 
ecological status of freshwater ecosystems in the context of climate change and water scarcity (Navarro-
Ortega et al., 2015). Policy analysis and research that was undertaken in the project identified opportunities 
for improving current EU water management practices and policies and areas and established policy needs 
that GLOBAQUA research targeted. Results can be found in the first set of GLOABQUA Policy Briefs where 
the policy needs were established (GLOBAQUA, 2017). 
 
Through the collaboration of a large group of researchers, stakeholders and policy makers, focusing on six 
contrasting river basins and following a cross-scale approach, GLOBAQUA has been able to make key 
recommendations for policy improvement and practices. The key messages are summarised below as 
opportunities to address policy needs. 
 
The characterization of the river basin is a stepwise process that includes four main elements; characterization 
of water bodies, typologies, reference conditions, and pressure-impact analysis. It aims to establish a robust 
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understanding of the essential components of the river basin system (Voulvoulis et al., 2017). The following 
improvements are suggested: 

 Climate and socioeconomic changes must be integrated via spatially explicit and process-based 
simulation tools with dynamically changing information on land use and water management (Gampe 
et al., 2016; Huber et al., 2018) to assess the impacts on freshwater systems. Regional Climatic 
Models will help understand the evolution of pressures (Lutz et al., 2016) and their impacts on annual 
streamflow. 

 Geophysical techniques such as time-lapse Electrical Resistivity Tomography and Distributed 
Temperature Sensing monitoring can be utilized to characterize the hyporheic zone (Busato et al., 
2019).  

 Chemical multi-stress hot-spots should be identified and linked to pressures as it was done with 
GLOBAQUA river basins (Ábalos et al., 2019; Giulivo et al., 2017; Herrero et al., 2018; Kalogianni 
et al., 2017; Mandaric et al., 2017; Vrzel and Ogrinc, 2015; Vrzel and Solomon, 2018; Zuliani et al., 
2019). The local community and habitat characteristics should also be considered. 

 Historical changes in river ecosystem functioning, especially in river metabolism, should be assessed 
and integrated into forecasts. Findings suggest that the Mediterranean areas are the most sensitive to 
changes in climate and land uses in comparison to Alpine or Continental EU river basins (Jorda-
Capdevila et al., 2019). Similarly, the impact will be diverse among services and across EU basins, 
with the Mediterranean basins to be the most vulnerable and the Continental the least.  

 Mapping of quantitative pressure indicators for pollution and hydro-morphological alterations, as well 
as an exploration of their relationship with ecological status, should also be explored. 

 
GLOBAQUA also made a recommendation on how to improve risk assessments for targeted and effective 
monitoring design. These are: 

 High-resolution spatio-temporal data should be used as input for detailed process modeling. The river 
dilution capacity and the amount of contaminant released are key factors to be considered in risk 
assessments (Diamantini et al., 2018).  

 Catchments high urban pressures and low sediment yields might be considered as “at risk” with 
respect to increased concentrations of hydrophobic organic pollutants and therefore monitoring 
networks should be updated to account for this (Nasrabadi et al., 2018; Rügner et al., 2014).  

 A risk assessment procedure and a system of assessment of pressures caused by biological invasions 
were proposed and three indexes were approved that can be effectively used in the assessments. 

 

Complex relationships between multiple pressures call for well-equipped, high-resolution, and carefully 
managed monitoring networks of water quantity and quality. GLOBAQUA findings suggest that: 

 Event sampling (on-line turbidity probes) should be used to assess particle-bound and dissolved 
concentrations/fluxes for hydrophobic organic pollutants such as PAH and metals (Rügner et al., 
2014; Schwientek et al., 2017; Schwientek and Selle, 2016). 

 The perturbation of sediments during big floods and flash flood events partially remobilizes 
contaminants accumulated in sediments into overlying waters (Milačič et al., 2017, Ruegner et al., 
2018, Milačič et al., 2019). There is a higher environmental burden of dissolved and nano-sized 
contaminants under drought conditions (Milačič et al., 2017, Sanchís et al., 2018).  
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 The interaction between pollution and flow intermittency was found to result in a higher frequency of 
diatom with anomalous forms (Tornes et al., 2018) and to change the composition and abundance of 
bacteria, algae, macrophyte, invertebrate and fish (Kalogianni et al., 2017; Karaouzas et al., 2018). 

 Water intermittency reduces the nutritional quality of organic matter, which combined with an 
increase in water temperature, would affect metabolism, growth, and survival of invertebrates (Mas-
martí et al., 2015). 

 The combination of toxicants (e.g. fungicides and antidepressants) can impact invertebrate behavior 
(consumption, swim velocity). Combined stress caused by emerging contaminants (pharmaceuticals) 
and different nutrient concentrations had a direct effect on the dissemination of antibiotic resistance 
genes in streambed biofilms (Subirats et al., 2018).  

 Most of the effects of stressor combinations on river biofilms were found to be additive (>80%) 
(Romero et al., 2018). 

  Urban effluents subsidize ecosystem functioning, e.g. subsidized respiration increases oxygen 
consumption and can result in anoxia (Aristi et al., 2015).  

A number of improvements in operational monitoring and assessment methods should be considered: 

 Turbidity is a reliable proxy for suspended sediment concentration and suspended sediments and 
represents an integral signal of particle-related pollution that can be used for assessing the average 
pollutant concentrations of river reaches (Nasrabadi et al., 2016). 

 Species richness and diversity are indicative of changes in hydrology and morphology. Lower species 
richness can also be indicative of the presence of pharmaceutical products and pesticides. Significant 
relationships found between trait composition, functional diversity and community specialization and 
environmental variables describing hydro-morphological alteration, urbanization, and pollution (Serra 
et al., 2016). Seasonal variability in trait composition of invertebrate assemblages increased with flow 
intermittence (Dolédec et al., 2017).  

 The GLOBAQUA toolbox compiles methods to measure river ecosystem functioning (Schiller et al., 
2017), which should be included in the existing river monitoring and assessment schemes.  

 A set of “pressure indicators” that reflect the impacts of human activities (pollution by nitrogen and 
phosphorus, urban runoff, the presence of agriculture and infrastructure in floodplains, and 
hydrological alteration) on the ecological status of water bodies, has been developed at EU scale 
(Pistocchi et al., 2017). Additional pressure indicators have been developed, including organic 
pollution (Vigiak et al., 2018), river water temperature and concentration of chemical pollutants and 
hydrological alteration (Vigiak et al., 2017). 

To prioritize pressures to be managed GLOBAQUA has delivered a number of tools to support managers in 
developing measures: 

 A four-step integrated model at a basin level developed by can be used to prioritize pressures 
consisting of: a) a socio-cultural valuation (Iniesta-Arandia et al., 2014), b) a matrix that relates 
multiple drivers of change to ES provision c) an economic valuation of ES provision that accounts for 
monetary and non-monetary values and d) a decision-making tool.  
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 A participatory ES approach for pressure prioritization in support of the WFD that enables the 
integration of ES in the RBMP offers a more systematic way to effectively prioritize significant 
pressures (Giakoumis and Voulvoulis, 2018). 

 An integrated model was developed (Grizzetti et al., 2017) that propose an approach to calculate the 
optimal trade-offs (“Pareto front”) based on a multi-criteria evaluation of the effort based on the 
reduction of water abstractions and polluting emissions from different regions and economic sectors, 
and the corresponding improvement of the status of water bodies in a river basin (Pistocchi et al., 
2017).  

There has been limited economic knowledge from the catchment institutions to deliver economic analysis, 
which has resulted in traditional regimes when selecting measures (Berbel and Expósito, 2017). In support of 
economic analysis and appraisal of measures GLOBAQUA provides the following recommendations: 

 Economic instrument efficiencies depend on the local context, therefore have to be chosen based on 
an initial characterization of the river basin (Koundouri et al., 2015).  

 Economic instruments have to integrate the non-monetary value held by ‘ordinary’ citizens associated 
with the water ecosystem. The socioeconomic implications of the plausible changes in services 
provision should be analyzed.  

 There are services beyond those easy to model, quantify and value but should be taken into account 
when proposing policy and management actions for the adaptation to global change.  

 All possible collateral benefits and beneficiaries of a given measure should be identified, in order to 
improve the viability of investments, but this requires reflective practice.  

 Findings from GLOBAQUA basins indicate that the most important Ecosystem Services (ES) 
according to stakeholders were the ones that contribute to the quality of life to nature and biodiversity. 
There seems to be clear recognition of valuing the economic relevance of ES, while at the same time 
the acceptance of ES that brings the highest return.  

 Mapping of potentials for specific types of measures and identification of the most suitable sites for a 
given measure based on spatial multi-criteria evaluation techniques would help to direct investments 
where they are most needed and where they can be best financed and funded. 

 A transition to a circular economy calls to encourage more-efficient use of water, combined with 
robust incentives for innovation, can enhance an economy’s ability to handle the demands of the 
growing imbalance between water supply and demand (Voulvoulis, 2018). 

The WFD's requirements for public participation in its planning process address the inherent complexity 
of water resources management and create the impetus for the integration of multiple perspectives and skills 
for decentralized policy-making in freshwater governance (Voulvoulis et al., 2017). GLOBAQUA findings 
suggest that: 

 Watershed authorities, but policymakers in general, should acknowledge different actors as drivers of 
change in services provision. The multiple benefits associated with freshwater-related ES are also 
delivered to different stakeholders, thus tradeoffs and conflicts should be considered.  
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 Addressing the public desire for economic growth should not be done by following the traditional 
path, but by stimulating the water smart business development, the circular-economy and the support 
of innovation platforms.  

 Integrated Catchment Management practices that tackle pollution at source via effective public 
participation and engagement should be utilized (Mohamad Ibrahim et al., 2018).  

 Role-playing games, Cognitive mapping, Group model building, and Network analysis are 
participatory tools that account for environmental complexity that can further facilitate the 
participatory process.  

 Measures should be designed not just to improve the ecological status, but also to stimulate the 
economy and to deliver specific benefits to the communities of local stakeholders, which can lead to 
having the stronger and more stable political endorsement. 

 

3. The Policy Briefs by Work Package  

 
In the attached Annex 1, the Policy Briefs corresponding to the different Work packages are compiled. 

 

4. Final Remarks  

 
In order to effectively accomplishing the objectives foreseen in Task 12.5, the PB’s elaborated and compiled 
in the present Sub-deliverable will be made available to the various stakeholders and end-users. Among them, 
and owing to their role in the elaboration of River Basin Management Plans, Water Authorities (i.e, River 
Basin managers) are of particular relevance. To this end, the set of PB’s requires a further adaptation step to 
the specific needs of each specific basin. This will be done in close cooperation with the Case Study leaders. 
Specifically, the following actions are envisaged: 

 Translation to the respective languages 

 Improvement of the design and printing layout (with special emphasis on infographics) 

 Direct (in-home) presentation. 
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Annex 1. Policy Briefs by Work Package 

 

 WP2 PB: Impacts of Climate and Land Use Change on water scarcity in European river basins. 
 WP3 PB: Hydrological and water quality alterations in European river basin: actual state and 

future scenarios. 
 WP4 PB: Geomorphological analysis, results & recommendations with respect to sediment-

/pollutant-related stressors. 
 WP5 PB: Managing the effects of priority and emerging contaminants in the GLOBAQUA 

River Basins: recommendations for improving Programs of Measures 
 WP6 PB: Biodiversity under multiple stressors: What we have learned 
 WP7 PB: Incorporating ecosystem functioning into monitoring and assessment of river 

ecological status. 
 WP8 PB: Integrated modeling for ecosystem services 
 WP9 PB: The use of Economic incentives to improve Programs of measures that address 

significant pressures on the water ecosystem. 
 WP10 PB: Valuation of ecosystem services 
 WP11 PB: River basin management plans and programmes of measures: an instrument to drive 

multifunctional investments 
 WP12PB: Water Management Policy 
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GLOBAQUA WP2 Policy Brief 

Impacts of Climate and Land Use Change on water scarcity in European river basins 
 
Overview 

Water and water-related services are major factors of socio-economic development; yet freshwater systems 
are under threat by a variety of stressors, including climate and land use change.  

The main task of WP2-SCENARIOS is to produce scenarios of climate, socio-economy and land use in a 
spatially-explicit manner. It sets the frame for the respective impact on hydrological alterations, ecosystem 
functioning and services and deliver the boundary conditions for, and interactions with the socioeconomic 
development and ecosystem services valuation. Thus, the WP is situated at the heart of GLOBAQUA and the 
prerequisite to assess the long-term effects of global change on the regional scale. GLOBAQUA’s Work 
Package 2 (SCENARIOS) is embedded in the project module STRESSORS, which is designed to understand 
the mechanisms and connections of multiple stressors in the GLOBAQUA river basins. It establishes a 
modeling framework to develop integrated scenarios of changes in climate, land use and water management. 
These scenarios are based on storylines around various Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) and 
Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs) (IPCC, 2014), which are downscaled to the basin scale in 
collaboration with project partners and local experts. The impacts of the SSPs are represented in spatially 
distributed land use maps developed through the land use change model iCLUE (Conversion of Land Use and 
its Effects) (Huber Garcia et al. 2018). Changes in land use distribution and water management are taken into 
account to produce maps of future water demand and availability, highlighting regions in which water scarcity 
is likely pronounced or critical in the future.  
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Research needs 
The conjoint occurrence of multiple stressors under water scarcity will produce novel synergies and most 

likely very pronounced effects on freshwater ecosystems. In this context, land use and land cover, as well as 
climatological conditions, can be seen as two main stressors for the quality and quantity of surface and 
subsurface water. These factors affect the use and availability of water considerably, especially in regions 
which already experience water scarcity. To assess future conditions, spatially distributed, integrated scenarios 
to drive various impact models are inevitable. These simulations then assess future conditions of aquatic 
ecosystems, both in water quality and quantity and provide decision support. The research needs addressed by 
WP2-SCENARIOS are as follows:  

 provide processed and downscaled climatic forcing for all GLOBAQUA river basins  
 setting up land use change models in the GLOBAQUA river basins 
 generate climatic, socio-economic, and land and water use scenarios to provide the related drivers in a 

spatially-explicit manner for all consequent impact modeling  
 Generate and evaluate climate and socioeconomic forcing to provide spatially-explicit scenarios of 

land use change and assigned water management in the GLOBAQUA river basins 
 
Research findings 
Estimates and uncertainty of the climate change signal 

A prominent warming signal (1.5-2.5 °C warmer in 2035-2065 than in 1981-2010) is projected across all 
four case study basins, and there is a high level of confidence on the projected changes in temperature: all 
individual simulations agree on this increase. At the same time, projected future changes in precipitation are 
more dispersed across the GLOBAQUA basins for the 2050 horizon. There is more confidence on future 
climate changes for the Ebro and Evrotas catchments, where a small but consistent reduction in precipitation 
is evident (about 10% in 2035-2060), while a more pronounced reduction in precipitation is simulated towards 
the end of the century (about 20% in 2071-2100). For the Adige and Sava catchments, there are larger 
uncertainties in projected changes of precipitation. Though most of the individual simulations show a 
consistent increase in parts of the basins, there is much less agreement across the simulations over the rest of 
the basins. A weak wetter signal is projected over the entire basins for the horizon 2050 (up to 5%), but the 
signal does not become stronger towards the end of the century, in contrast to the Ebro and Evrotas basins.  
The hydrological consequences (total runoff) of projected climate changes in temperature and precipitation 
mainly follow the conclusions stated above for precipitation. A decrease in runoff for Ebro and Evrotas is 
evident for the 2050 horizon and becomes stronger towards the end of the century. These changes point 
towards possible future challenges on water resources and possibly a risk of further water scarcity and 
increased droughts in these basins. In the Adige and Sava basins, in contrast, a week increase in total runoff is 
evident for the 2050 horizon. However, there are contradicting signals across models, although the increase in 
runoff is about the same at the end of the century. Based on the present ensemble of RCMs, it is difficult to 
draw any definite conclusions on the future changes in runoff for the Adige and Sava basins. 
 
Scenario definition and implementation 
Four scenarios of future climatic and socioeconomic development are employed in the GLOBAQUA river 
basins; they are based on regionally adapted Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs) (O’Neill et al. 2014) 
linked to the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Van Vuuren et al. 2011). Each scenario was 
characterized in more detail by a storyline and a table including the most important scenario descriptors/key 
elements and their expected trend, including regionally explicit assumptions on society, economy, energy, 
environment, and WFD policy. A major focus is given to the comparison of a MYOPIC (SSP5 / RCP8.5) and 
a SUSTAINABLE (SSP1 / RCP4.5) scenario in all regions. 
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Figure 2.2: Decline in precipitation, evaporation and runoff increase water scarcity in the Ebro and 

Evrotas basin as well as parts of the Adige and Sava (Gampe et al., 2016) 
 
Integrated future scenarios of spatially explicit land use change and water management 

The climate and socio-economic scenarios are incorporated in the iCLUE land use change model, 
considering also the results from local stakeholder workshops, literature values and past trend analyses for 
refining the model setup and adjust it to the characteristics of each GLOBAQUA river basin. Urban and 
industrial areas are expected to increase all across the GARBs and in both scenarios but with a stronger trend 
in the MYOPIC one. The intensification of agriculture is foreseen in the MYOPIC scenario all across the 
GARBs. In the Ebro, there is a dramatic shift from non-irrigated to irrigated agriculture while the 
SUSTAINABLE scenario shows a decrease in both classes as small-scale regional agriculture become more 
important. Non-irrigated agriculture grows in the SUSTAINABLE scenario as formerly abandoned farmlands 
are reactivated.  

The final spatially explicit land use simulations were further used to obtain future water use maps for the 
two scenarios (see figure 4 as an example for the Evrotas river basin). First, statistics on sectoral water uses 
reported by the RBMPs (River Basin Management Plans) are attributed to different land use classes. These 
statistics are available at various administrative levels depending on the case study. This subdivision of the 
GARB facilitates the precise location of water consumption. Consequently, the pixels in each administrative 
entity obtain a mean water consumption value. As expected, the total consumption generally increases for the 
MYOPIC while it is reduced for the SUSTAINABLE scenario. Still, the water use efficiency increases in both 
scenarios, which means that less water per areas is used. Some key findings are summarized below: 
- Adige, Ebro, and Evrotas: the largest amount of water is consumed for even more irrigation 
- Adige: the area available for agriculture is already intensively used for apple and wine cultivation for the 

most part (Chiogna et al., 2016); topography remains the limiting factor for the expansion of agriculture 
- Ebro: 30% rise in water used for irrigation in the MYOPIC scenario (based on an extension of changes 

reported in the RBMP 2015-2021 (Confederación Hidrográfica del Ebro, 2015). In a SUSTAINABLE 
scenario, demand is set to -30% accounting for the fact that water scarcity is a problem already present in 
some parts of the basin (Boithias et al., 2014). 

- Evrotas: irrigation has been expanded to olive trees (Skoulikidis et al., 2011); the trend is assumed to 
continue in the MYOPIC scenario, accounting for a +15% in the total water use. In the SUSTAINABLE 
scenario by 30% to return to a situation where olive trees are not irrigated. 

- Sava: irrigation is the smallest water consumer. The definition of scenarios is more complex as the 
developments in several countries have to be taken into account. A 15% rise in the overall water demand 
was set for the MYOPIC scenario and a 15% reduction for the SUSTAINABLE. 
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Figure 2.3: Final water use simulations of the Evrotas in 2050  
for the MYOPIC (left) and SUSTAINABLE (right) scenario. 

Potential impact 
The modeling framework developed in SCENARIOS provides not only a conceptual approach to develop, 
simulate and integrate scenarios of global change for regional scale applications, it also offers mechanisms to 
provide spatially explicit and process-based simulation tools with dynamically changing information on land 
use and water management. The procedures to audit, select, process and downscale climate projections to the 
case study scale can be highlighted as a standardized process chain of relevance for upcoming research 
projects. It is clearly shown that climate change and intensified land use increases water scarcity and 
exacerbates multi-stress situations. The effect of climate change on hydrological fluxes changes spatially, 
thereby calling for fine grid simulations able to capture such variability. An in-depth climate model analysis 
reveals a substantial increase in water scarcity in most GLOBAQUA river basins. Trends in water quality can 
be attributed to varying drivers and result from climate, as well as population and tourism or agricultural 
change. 
 
Policy relevance and recommendations 
The work presented here further embodies a critical reflection on the usefulness, applicability and regional 
transferability of the presented modeling frameworks is required to discuss the implications on regional water 
resources management under water scarcity and climate change, and reflect upon the potential and limitations 
of such data and methods to support policy on regional and decision making on local levels. As such it marks 
particularly relevant for the improved characterization of river basins as well as for the assessment and 
identification of significant pressures therein. Integrated and spatially explicit scenarios are a prerequisite to 
improving the definition and selection of Programs of measures that address significant pressures to improve 
system states. They can further be used to improve transparency, interdisciplinarity and stakeholder 
engagement in the decision-making process. The following recommendations can be drawn from the research 
outcomes of this GLOBAQUA work package: 
 Climate and socioeconomic change must be integrated to soundly assess impacts on freshwater systems.  
 Programs of measures must be adapted to dynamically changing climate and land use. 
 High-resolution spatio-temporal data is essential to be used as input for detailed process modelling. 
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GLOBAQUA WP3 Policy Brief 
Hydrological and water quality alterations in European river basin: actual state and future scenarios 

 
Overview 
Clean waters are crucial for nurturing a healthy freshwater ecosystem and guarantee several water-related 
ecosystem services. In the last decades, declining water quality has become a global issue of concern as a 
consequence of human population growth and the expansion of industrial and agricultural activities. In 
addition, climate change is expected to exacerbate this situation with hydrological impact studies projecting 
significant alterations of streamflow regimes across European river basins. 
Unfortunately, anthropogenic and climatic stressors threatening most of the European river basins often act in 
synergy, with expected far-reaching effects on the aquatic ecosystems. The connection between drivers and 
observed changes in water quality and quantity have not been fully exploited so far in the hydrological 
literature (Diamantini et al., 2018). Little is known beyond the effects of single stressors on the chemical and 
ecological status of water bodies and on their ecosystem functionality, with this lack of knowledge limiting 
our capability of understanding ecosystem responses to multiple stressors (Friberg, 2010), thereby hampering 
the possibility of managers to implement effective adaptation strategies. 
In this context, Hydrological analysis Work Package (WP3-HYDROL) aimed at assessing the impact of 
hydrological and anthropogenic stressors on both water availability and quality at selected European river 
basins. The analysis was conducted with reference to historical and future scenarios by employing a suite of 
response models capable of simulating the relationship between observed changes and the pressures identified 
for each case study. 
 
Graphical Abstract 
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Research needs 
To provide a comprehensive picture, WP3-HYDROL addressed the impact of hydrological and water quality 
alterations on the freshwater ecosystem of four European rivers with different characteristics, such as to cover 
Mediterranean, Alpine, and continental climates. Ebro (Spain) and Evrotas (Greece) show a typical 
Mediterranean flow regime with high flow in winter and low from in summer, Sava and Adige were selected 
as representative of the Continental and Alpine climate, respectively.  
The scientific needs addressed by WP3 are the following: 

 assess the reciprocal role of climate change and water uses on streamflow alterations of the 
representative river basins; 

 assess the effect of streamflow alterations and land use changes on water quality; 
 elaborate response models capable of evaluating the effect of multiple alterations of streamflow and 

water quality on the freshwater ecosystem.  
The analyses have been conducted with reference to the historical evolution of hydrological alterations and 
water quality indicators, through the trend analysis, and to the future scenarios, both in terms of climate and 
land use changes. 
 
Research findings 
Water quality alterations 
Trends in water quality parameters of three large European river basins, characterized by different hydro-
climatic and socio-economical conditions, have been linked to the main drivers of change (Diamantini et al., 
2018). Dissolved oxygen was observed to reduce in all the rivers in the period 1990-2015 and this is partially 
due to the rise in water temperature induced by the parallel rise of air temperature.  The Ebro showed an 
increase in chloride concentration and electrical conductivity, most likely due to streamflow reduction.  
Increase in population was identified as the major cause of the increase of chloride concentration and 
Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) in the Adige and Sava rivers, and of phosphates in the Adige river, 
whereas phosphates in the Sava and BOD in the Ebro were found to be highly correlated with agricultural 
land use. Main results of trend analysis are summarized in Figure 1. GREEN model (Grizzetti et al., 2012) has 
been implemented to perform annual Total Nitrogen (TN) and Total Phosphorous (TP) export scenarios under 
future climatic and land use changes in the Adige, Ebro, Sava, and Evrotas river basins. Two-land use change 
scenarios were adopted (the myopic i.e., “business-as-usual”, and the sustainable). The scenarios averaged a 
30-year time window projection (2036-2065). The myopic scenario leads to an increase of TN and TP exports 
in all basins except for the Evrotas where drastic reductions in rainfall patterns lead to a projected increase of 
nutrient retention (see Figure 2). Meanwhile, the sustainable scenario leads to the maintenance of current 
levels in the Adige and Evrotas, and to a reduction in the Ebro main plain. Finally, for the Sava, both the 
myopic and the sustainable scenarios suggested a soft NT and TP annual export increase. 
 
Streamflow alterations 
Time series analyses performed during the period 1971-2010 (Lutz et al., 2016) showed substantial changes in 
climate and streamflow especially in the Ebro, which suggests that this semi-arid river basin is at risk of 
severe water scarcity due to changing climate. In contrast, the results of the trend analyses do not point to 
diminishing water resources in the alpine Adige. With an alpine flow regime in the upper part and a 
continental flow regime downstream, the Sava shows characteristics similar to both the Adige and Ebro. This 
is also reflected in its intermediate resilience to hydro-climatic changes. Overall, these findings suggest that 
Mediterranean catchments are prone to a drier climate and declining water resources apart from the alpine 
catchments in the north of the Mediterranean region, where evaporative losses due to higher temperatures are 
less severe and might be counterbalanced by increased precipitation. Most of streamflow alterations in the 
Alps are due to hydropower, which larger impact is at the sub-daily scale. 
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Figure 3.1: Main drivers of change in water quality trends at GLOBAQUA case studies  

(Diamantini et al., 2018). 
 
Future projections of streamflow alterations were generated by using a set of calibrated hydrological models 
coupled with 6 future climate scenarios for the meteorological forcing during the period 2041-2070. These 
scenarios are the combination of three Regional Climatic Models (RCMs) and two greenhouse gas 
concentration trajectories (Representative Concentration Pathways: RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). In the Adige all 
scenarios projected a minor streamflow increase in the winter months and a sensible reduction in summer. In 
the Ebro basin, the scenario outputs changed slightly in function of the selected RCM, and all scenarios 
advocated for a dramatic stream flow reduction (up to 75% for annual mean flow, Herrero et al., 2018). 
Similar results have been obtained for the Sava, with a 50% reduction of the mean streamflow. Although 
projections are affected by uncertainty their value is large enough to conclude that, according to the climate 
scenarios, these river basins will be affected in the future by significant to severe streamflow reductions.  
 
Hyporheic exchange 
The analysis of hyporheic exchanges evidenced that the hyporheic zone plays an important role in 
denitrification and removal and transformation of contaminants in general. The hyporheic zone plays also an 
important role in the N2O emissions from rivers, which are a significant portion of the global emissions of this 
important greenhouse gas, with a greenhouse effect 300 time larger than that of CO2 (Marzadri et al., 2017). 
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Figure 3.2: Current (x axis) vs Future (black = Myopic, green = Sustainable) TN specific loads (t/km2/y) 

for each GLOBAQUA river basin. Red lines indicate a 1:1 relationship. 
 
Translation of research findings and potential impact  

 Identification of streamflow alterations and their evolution in the last decades are useful to inform 
water managers during the identification of strategies to mitigate the impact of water uses on the 
environment; 

 Projections of streamflow to the period 2041-2070 showed contrasting patterns across GLOBAQUA 
river basins. A limited impact of climate change on annual streamflow is observed in the Adige. At 
the seasonal scale, the rise of air temperature causes an increase of winter streamflow, due to a larger 
percentage of precipitation as rain, and a reduction of the late spring and summer streamflow, due to a 
smaller winter accumulation. Projections for Ebro and Sava are more severe and show a significant 
reduction of the mean streamflow. The results of the simulations conducted with the most updated 
RCMs, may be useful in identifying adaptation strategies to cope with the foreseen reduction of water 
resources in these important river basins. 

 The analysis of available data for water quality in the period 1990-2015 evidenced a complex 
dynamics for targeted contaminants. The concentration of contaminants that are monitored on the 
regular basis shows a dynamic that depends on the level of dilution that rivers are able to provide and 
the amount of contaminant releases. Rivers in which streamflow reduces, such as the Ebro, show a 
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tendency to increase the concentration of targeted contaminants and in general, the impact of the rise 
of the population (also temporary population due to touristic fluxes) is evident in all the river basins.  

Policy relevance and management recommendations 
 The existence of complex relationships between sources of pollution and water quality parameters, 

calls for well-equipped, high-resolution in time and space, and carefully managed monitoring 
networks of water quantity and quality. 

 Statistical data analyses can represent a reliable tool for decision-makers in river basin planning by 
providing them with an overview of the potential impact of ongoing climatic, land use and population 
changes on the aquatic ecosystem under investigation.   

 A deep understanding of the local system is needed for linking water quality and water quantity 
variables to potential stressors. 

 Results show that to reduce the concentration of contaminants a combined action is needed to be 
aimed at limiting streamflow reduction and emissions, for instance by increasing efficiency of Waste 
Water Treatment Plants, but also actions aimed at limiting diffuse emission of pollutants. 
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GLOBAQUA WP4 Policy Briefs 
Geomorphological analysis 

Results & recommendations with respect to sediment-/pollutant-related stressors 
 
Overview 
Sediment transport and sediment-related pollutant transport are important factors in the analysis of multi-
stress conditions in rivers as they contribute to habitat-, hydrology- and pollutant-related stressors:  
 Hydrophobic organic pollutants such as Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH), Poly-Chlorinated 

Biphenyls (PCB), and many others Persistent Organic Pollutants (POP) as e.g. flame retardants, DDT, as 
well as heavy metals pose a risk to aquatic organisms.  

 For many hydrophobic organic pollutants, Environmental Quality Standard (EQS) as regulated by the 
Water Framework Directive (WFD; in particular the Directive 2013/39/EU regulating priority substances 
in the field of water policy) refer to bulk water samples (water and suspended sediments). 

 Remobilisation of sediments poses the risk of remobilization of legacy pollutants (PCB, DDT, HCH, etc.) 
from formerly contaminated environments.  

 Sediment quality depends on the ratio of contaminated and clean particles, i.e. a large yield of “clean” 
sediment may dilute contaminated sediment.  

 Sediment transport rates (sediment yield) depend largely on land-use, orography, climate, and hydrology.  
 Sediment transport, naturally or artificially produced, causes turbidity, which acts as a further stressor to 

aquatic organisms.  
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Research needs  
It was the goal of GLOBAQUA WP4 to develop suitable sampling strategies to account for sediment-related 
pollutant stressors in River Basins, and to identify sediment/pollutant related stressors and link these to 
proxies which refer e.g. to land-use (urban/agricultural/industrial), hydrology (mean/maximum discharge, 
sediment flux), climate (precipitation, temperature) or other factors (e.g. reservoirs)) to account for 
pressure/stressor relationships.  
 
Research findings 
Sediment fluxes & sediment yield 
Sediment yields may be estimated from empirically based equations - calibrated by measurements of sediment 
transport, e.g. using turbidity probes or by measurement of the sediment mass retained within reservoirs 
(demonstrated in Ebro/sub-catchments).  
Sediment yields may also be calculated based on erosion models (soil loss, see Figure 1) coupled to estimates 
of the sediment delivery ratio - calibrated based on on-line turbidity measurements (demonstrated for German 
catchments, but not suited for catchments where reservoirs are present). Soil loss data are available on a pan-
European scale.  

 
Figure 4.1: Soil loss by water erosion in the European Union (Source: European Soil Data Centre) 

 
Sediment morphology 
Characterization of the hyporheic zone – the most important reactive compartment in terms of the degradation 
potential of emerging pollutants in rivers (pharmaceuticals, flame retardants, household chemical products, 
etc.) may be done using geophysical techniques as time-lapse Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) and 
Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) monitoring.  
 
On-line monitoring & event/sediment sampling:  
Event sampling (sampling of high discharge events) has proven to be a suitable tool for assessing particle-
bound and dissolved concentrations/fluxes for hydrophobic organic pollutants such as PAH and metals. 
Concentrations on suspended particles (CSUS) may be derived from linear regressions of the total 
concentrations in river water CW,tot vs. the total suspended solids concentrations TSS. The freely dissolved 
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concentration CW corresponds to the intercept of the regression line (Figure 2). Alternatively, CSUS and CW 
may be measured directly from filtered samples/filtrates.  
Loading of suspended particles with hydrophobic organic pollutants and metals is catchment specific and 
rather stable over time.  
Analyzing suspended sediments or bulk water samples is less affected by uncertainties due to chemical 
heterogeneity compared to sediment sampling and thus more reliable with respect to identification of 
pollutant-related stressors (hydrophobic organic pollutants and metals).  
 

 
Figure 4.2: Pollutant concentrations in bulk water samples (CW,tot), concentrations on suspended solids 

(CSUS), dissolved concentrations (CW) and total suspended solids concentration (TSS)/turbidity. 
 
Pollutant fluxes and proxies 
Turbidity – the cloudiness of water due to suspended solids - has proven to be a reliable proxy for suspended 
sediment concentrations in rivers. On-line turbidity probes may thus be used for monitoring of sediment 
fluxes and sediment related pollutant fluxes.  
Sediment fluxes in rivers are very dynamic: e.g. in small-intermediate sized catchments a major proportion of 
the particle flux – and thus also of particle-related pollutant flux – may occur within only a few % of the 
observed time period (examples from SW German catchments: 90 % sediment flux in 5-10 % of the observed 
time).  
Particle facilitated transport of a pollutant species dominates if the distribution coefficient Kd - the ratio of 
concentration on suspended sediments versus the freely dissolved concentration (CSUS/CW; e.g. in l kg-1) is 
larger than the water to solids ratio in the river (i.e. the inverse of TSS; also in l kg-1). If the Kd equals the 
water to solids ratio, 50% of the pollutant flux occurs bound to particles. 
Loading of suspended particles with hydrophobic pollutants such as PAH, PCB mainly depends on urban 
pressure (expressed, e.g. as the number of inhabitants) divided by sediment yield and varies by orders of 
magnitude in European catchments.  
Metal concentrations on suspended sediments mainly depend on geological background and are in general 
much less variable compared to the organic compounds.  
 
Translation of research findings & potential impact 

 Suspended sediments represent an integral signal of particle-related pollution and allow for 
characterization of the average pollutant concentrations of river reaches.  

 Catchments and river basins with low sediment yields are more vulnerable with respect to increased 
concentrations of hydrophobic pollutants on sediments. In principle, this also holds for effective 
(freely dissolved) concentrations of these pollutants within the water column.  

 It partly also holds for metal concentrations on suspended sediments; however, a cross comparison 
with other urban/industrial pollutants and with local background values is required here to delineate 
additional pollution levels due to urban/industrial pressure.  

 During pronounced discharge events concentrations of selected hydrophobic organic pollutants in 
bulk water samples (e.g. fluoranthene) might exceed allowable maximum concentrations (MAC EQS) 
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according to Directive 2013/39/EU (observed so far in some catchments in SW Germany, but not in 
GLOBAQUA catchments). 

 
Policy relevance and recommendations 

 Sediment yield is an important factor in the multi-stress analysis. Efforts to derive data sets on a pan-
European scale (e.g. based on soil loss maps or other empirical relations) should be supported (see 
Fig. 1).  

 Some European catchments (in particular those with high urban pressure, low sediment yields) might 
be regarded as “at risk” with respect to increased concentrations of hydrophobic organic pollutants.  

 Increased sediment-related pollutant concentrations as e.g. PAH, PCB in urbanized areas may often 
be related to frequent sewer overflows during high precipitations events. This may be addressed by 
improving the respective infrastructure (retention basins; this issue is often ranked less important in 
comparison to the implementation of additional treatment steps in wastewater treatment facilities; 
however, it is a very important factor in reducing risk to aquatic organisms – in particular in basins 
where sediment yields are low). 

 Legacy compounds may still pose a risk to the environment as river bed sediments in highly 
industrialized/urbanized landscapes may reveal a storage capacity for hydrophobic organic pollutants 
– which might be re-mobilized during high discharge events - this has to be considered in river 
management plans.  
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GLOBAQUA WP5 Policy Briefs 
 Managing the effects of priority and emerging contaminants in the GLOBAQUA River Basins: 

recommendations for improving Programs of Measures  
Overview 
River ecosystems are under pressure from several different stressors. The exploitation of water resources for 
industrial usage, widespread use of chemicals in different industrial processes, extensive agriculture, 
electricity generation, transport, tourism and other human activities, has created huge contamination problems 
and deteriorated the ecological status of the aquatic environments, leading to difficulties in the availability and 
accessibility of freshwater for living beings. To maintain water at an adequate quality for humans and to 
preserve natural ecosystems and biodiversity, it is necessary to know and understand the occurrence and fate 
of contaminants under multiple-stress conditions. The Sava, Adige, Evrotas and Ebro rivers differ largely on 
climate conditions, hydrological regimes and sources of pollution. Within the frame of GLOBAQUA WP5, 
data were obtained from the chemical analysis of water, sediments, and biota collected during general 
sampling campaigns in Sava, Adige and Evrotas, from specific sampling campaigns performed in the Ebro, 
and from event-driven samplings conducted in Sava and Evrotas, and the effects of environmental variables 
on the transformation pathways of micro-contaminants were investigated in the laboratory and in field 
experiments. 
Based on the results from the above investigations, specific routine monitoring is suggested to control the 
impacts of the above chemical stressors to the aquatic environment and biota. 
 
Graphical Abstract 
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Research needs addressed by the work 
To understand the relationships between the multiple stressors and to improve water management practices, it 
is essential to identify the chemical stressors involved and link them to other stressors, which may have 
potential synergistic effects on the ecological status of the river ecosystems studied. It is also essential to 
assess the impact of different hydrological conditions i.e. droughts and floods, on the behavior of chemical 
pollutants (and thus water quality) under variable water discharges.  
 
Research findings 
The results demonstrated that variable environmental conditions have a significant influence on the fate and 
behavior of micro-contaminants in the GLOBAQUA River Basins. 
 
 Perturbation of sediments during big floods and flash flood events partially remobilizes contaminants 

accumulated in sediments into overlying waters. Consequently, Potentially Toxic Elements (PTE) in 
water samples, associated with particulate and organic matter, were significantly increased in water 
samples of Sava and Evrotas rivers after a flood event  (Milačič et al., 2017, Ruegner et al., 2018, Milačič 
et al., 2019).  

 Under drought conditions, the dissolved contents of PTE in Sava and Evrotas river water were 
significantly higher than during high water discharges. Also, concentrations of fullerene C60 determined 
in the Sava River water were appreciably higher during drought conditions than under high water levels 
(Sanchís et al., 2018). These data indicate a higher environmental burden of dissolved and nano-sized 
contaminants under drought conditions.  

 Persistent organic contaminants: Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) and Polychlorinated 
Biphenyls (PCBs), Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDTs), Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers (PBDEs), 
Hexabromocyclododecane (HBCDs), Emerging Brominate Flame Retardants (BFRs), such as 
Decabromodiphenyl Ethane (DBDPE) and Organophosphorus Flame Retardants (OPFRs) were detected 
in Sava, Evrotas, and Adige rivers (Ábalos et al., 2017; Giulivo et al., 2017), and OPFRs and PCBs in the 
Cinca River (Ebro tributary, (Herrero et al., 2018, Figure 1). These contaminants were mobilized, during 
flooding conditions, from static sediments and were associated mainly with the suspended particulate 
matter.  

 Elevated concentrations of pharmaceuticals were observed in the Adige River during winter time 
(touristic season, Mandaric et al., 2017, Figure 2). 

 Nutrient loads from extensive agricultural activities have been observed in the water samples of the Sava 
(Vrzel et al., 2016) and Evrotas  (Kalogianni et al., 2017, Figure 3).  

 In the Evrotas River, contaminants of agricultural and urban origin such as the herbicides irgarol, 
diflufenican and 2,4-D, and insecticides like azinphos ethyl, methiocarb, thiacloprid, and diazinon were 
found in elevated concentrations. 

 Bioaccumulation of emerging and toxic compounds (Hg/MeHg and dioxin-like substances) was observed 
in large predator fish from the lower stretch of the Sava River (Zuliani et al., 2019, Figure 4A; Ábalos et 
al., 2019, Figure 4B).  
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Figure 5.1. Comparison between profiles of contaminants in static and suspended sediments collected in 

the Fraga measuring station (River Cinca, Ebro basin). 
 

 
 

Figure 5.2. Total concentrations of pharmaceuticals in water samples by categories in all sampling 
locations determined in the Adige river basin during the winter period (touristic season). 
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Figure 5.3: Redundancy Analysis (RDA) triplots illustrating the relationship between significant 
environmental variables (red arrows), fish (black arrows) and samples at low (2015, n=150) and high 
(2016, n = 192) water stress in the Evrotas river. Yellow circles indicate Uskol, purple diamonds indicate 
Dskol, green squares indicate Vivari and blue triangles indicate Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) 
samples. DO = Dissolved Oxygen. 
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Figure 5.4: Accumulation of mercury in fish (A) and dioxin-like substances (B) in the Sava River. 
 

Translation of research findings  
Specific routine monitoring is suggested (Hg and dioxin-like substance at the lower Sava stretch in fish, 
herbicides, and insecticides in Evrotas, pharmaceuticals at touristic resorts at the Adige, and OPFRs and PCBs 
at industrially impacted sites at Cinca (Ebro’s tributary) rivers. This would contribute to the protection of the 
environment, biota, and human health, as well as to the better understanding of the behavior of chemical 
pollutants under extreme hydrological conditions (floods, droughts). 
 
 
Policy relevance and/or policy needs addressed  
Due to the extremely high Hg, MeHg and dioxins concentrations found in the predator fish in the Sava river, 
which highly exceeded (up to five times) the maximal allowable values for safe consumption, human 
consumption of the predator fish in the lower Sava stretch should be restricted to a minimum. 
 
 
Management recommendations  
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 Sava: Measures should be taken to prevent contamination of the riparian soil by agricultural and 
industrial activities.  

 Human consumption of predator fish in the lower Sava stretch should be reduced to a minimum. 
 Adige: More wastewater treatment plants should be built in the touristic (skiing resorts) to reduce the 

burden of pharmaceuticals in the Adige river basin. 
 Evrotas: Ecological agriculture is recommended in order to reduce the input of herbicides and 

insecticides into the waters of the Evrotas river. 
 Ebro: Owing to the large mobilization of OPFRs  and PCBs from static river bed sediments of the 

Cinca River (Ebro's tributary) observed during flooding conditions, an extended characterization of 
the static sediments, as well as a routine monitoring of the suspended particulate material during 
extreme flood events is recommended in order to have a better knowledge on the potential risk extent 
to water resources and aquatic ecosystems, downstream to the polluted river stretch.  
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GLOBAQUA WP6 Policy Brief 
Biodiversity under multiple stressors: What we have learned. 

 
Overview 
Rivers suffer from an important decrease in species diversity due to a variety of stressors related to human 
activities (Dudgeon et al, 2006). Structural (taxonomic composition) and functional (biological traits) 
diversity are strictly related to the flux of matter and energy in the ecosystem and, consequently to its 
functionality. Biological diversity is linked to ecosystem functioning and, thus, provides goods and services 
essential for human well-being 
Most European rivers are exposed to several stressors that may act independently from each other or interact 
inducing complex effects. Important hydromorphological changes, such as regulation, channelization or water 
abstraction, have occurred during the past centuries. Some permanent rivers are becoming intermittent 
because of climate change and increasing water demand. Human activities favor the spread of non-native 
species, which can alter river conditions, ecological interactions, and ecosystem processes. Communities are 
obviously subjected to these co-occurring stressors through complex interactions. Understanding these 
interactions is an important challenge for freshwater ecologists (Hering et al., 2010). 
WP6 objectives directly address biodiversity-stressor relationships, evaluating how diversity is affected by 
different stressors alone or in combination and providing response models according to the pressures 
identified in our case studies. 
 
Graphical Abstract 
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Research needs addressed by the work 
To provide a comprehensive picture of the cause and effect relationships between stressors and changes in 
biodiversity, WP6-BIOL has quantified the effects of multiple stressors on the structural (taxonomic 
composition) and functional (biological traits) biodiversity of bacteria, primary producers (algae, 
macrophytes), invertebrates and fish.  
WP6 has identified the occurrence and dynamics of invasive species and pathogens and forecasted the risk of 
invasive species dispersion, establishment, and associated impacts.  
This research combined field studies and analysis of existing data, controlled field experiments and 
manipulative laboratory experiments, in order to provide datasets representative of the European reality. 
 
Research findings 
Effects on biodiversity 
Species richness and diversity were mainly explained by changes in hydrology (e.g. mean discharge, 
intermittency) and in the basin and reach morphology (e.g. land uses, channel transformation). The presence 
of pharmaceutical products (urban pollution) and pesticides was also related to lower species richness.  
We found significant relationships between trait composition, functional diversity and community 
specialization and environmental variables describing hydromorphological alteration, urbanization, and 
pollution.  
Urban pollution reduced trait diversity and consequently resulted in homogenization of communities. In 
addition, seasonal variability in trait composition of invertebrate assemblages increased with flow 
intermittence (Dolédec et al., 2017). The results provide evidence that trait combinations define stressor-
specific community tolerance.  
 

 
 

Figure 6.1 . Local sensitivity analysis for the community tolerance model to water abstraction. Lines 
correspond to the mean model and ribbons correspond to the 95% intervals of the relationship between the 
frequency of individual trait categories (x-axis) in the community and community tolerance. Pale and dark 

grey ribbons correspond to the models without and with trait association, respectively (see Mondy et al. 
2016 for more details). 

Effects of combined stressors 
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The interaction between pollution and flow intermittency induced a higher frequency of diatom with 
anomalous forms (Tornés et al, 2018); and changed composition and abundance of bacteria, algae, 
macrophyte, invertebrate and fish (Kalogianni et al., 2017; Karaouzas et al. 2018). The intensity of 
community response differed according to the level of pollution, the dilution capacity and the habitat diversity 
(substrate type) of the receiving river. 
Water intermittency reduced the nutritional quality of organic matter, which, combined with an increase in 
water temperature affected metabolism, growth, and survival of invertebrates (Mas-Martí et al. 2015).  
The combination of toxicants (e.g. fungicides and antidepressants) produced effects on invertebrate behavior 
(consumption, swim velocity). 
Combined stress caused by emerging contaminants (pharmaceuticals) and different nutrient concentrations 
had a direct effect on the dissemination of antibiotic resistance genes in streambed biofilms (Subirats et al., 
2018). Most of the effects of stressor combinations on river biofilms were additive (>80%) (Romero et al 
2018). 

 
Figure 6.2. Summary of the ecological effects of water stress and pollution in a temporary river (extracted 

from Karaouzas et al, 2018). 
 
Invasive species 
Particular physiological traits to resist warm temperature and dry conditions, present in some invasive species, 
could favor their dispersion and their competition with native species in future climate change conditions.   
This WP proposes a Risk Assessment procedure and systems of assessment of pressures caused by biological 
invasions. Three indexes have been approved as effective for the assessment of the pressures caused by 
biological invasions.  

 
Figure 6.3. Responses to warming and river bed desiccation of a native and invasive snail in the lower Ebro 

River (experimental approach). 
Translation of research findings. Potential Impact 
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WP6 results provide evidence of stressor-specific community responses in the studied basins as representative 
of the European reality, where multiple stressors drive the changes in biological diversity in rivers.  
The models presented in our study can be used to identify the most detrimental stressors for some 
communities, and thus select the management options to minimize the risks.  
Seasonal shifts in community composition should be taken into account in the design of assessment tools 
based on reference conditions. In addition, the intensity of community response depends on local communities 
and habitat characteristics; therefore, management policies should be adapted to local conditions.  
Experimental approaches (field and laboratory) to evaluate the effects of co-occurring stressors on biological 
communities can greatly help to separate the effect of specific disturbances on specific responses and allowing 
optimized recommendations.  
Epilithic biofilms appear as sensitive biosensors to gauge the effect of pollution in surface waters, especially 
for the acquisition and spread of antibiotic resistance in the environment.  
Emerging compounds and mixtures of toxicants can be relevant to the trophic network and the ecosystem 
processes, even when they occur at non-lethal concentrations. 
Water warming and drier conditions as a consequence of climate change and water management will affect 
invertebrate development and nutrient cycling in river ecosystems. These new conditions jointly with the 
impairment of fluvial habitats will cause community simplification or favor the arrival of invasive species. 
The proposed Risk Assessment procedure to assess pressures caused by biological invasions could be 
potentially used in target river basins. 

 
Policy relevance and/or policy needs addressed 
WP6 results have improved the characterization of multiple stress impacts on community composition, 
richness and biological traits. Hydrological changes (e.g. intermittency, regulation) are the most relevant 
stressor in the studied rivers. The different models proposed determine the percentage of the variability in the 
community explained by each stressor. 
Evidence of stressor-specific community responses will allow selecting strategies for improving risk 
assessment. 
Seasonal data should be included in the design of assessment tools based on reference conditions, mainly in 
systems with high seasonal variability.  
The intensity of the effects of a stressor on biodiversity is related to the local community and habitat 
characteristics. These two elements should be taken into account to reduce their effects and to improve 
ecosystem status. 
Epilithic biofilms appear as sensitive biosensors to gauge the effect of pollution in the acquisition and spread 
of antibiotic resistance in the environment.  
The development of proper legal instruments is an important issue for the management of biological 
invasions. Considerable progress has been achieved in the EU Regulation in relation to the management of the 
invasive species, but there are still a lot of open issues to find effective measures in practice aimed to suppress 
biological invasions in rivers. 

 
Management recommendations  

 The analysis of the available monitoring database in water authorities provides an interesting starting 
point to analyze stressor-specific community responses and consequently adapt the Programmes of 
Measures (PoM) related to the corresponding River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs). 

 
 Point-source pollution inputs in the river should be evaluated taking into account not only the 

pollutant concentration but also the local community and habitat characteristics (e.g. discharge, 
habitat characteristics). 

 In the case of biological invasions, it is possible to assess the pressure intensity, but the identification 
of effective mitigation measures is still a pending issue. 
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GLOBAQUA WP7 Policy Brief 
Incorporating ecosystem functioning into monitoring and assessment of river ecological status 

 
Overview 
Ecosystem functioning is an essential component of river ecological status and the basis of important 
ecosystem services. As it is sensitive to multiple environmental stressors, it can improve the sensitivity and 
diagnostic capacity of monitoring campaigns, but it is seldom considered in river monitoring and assessment. 
GLOBAQUA WP7 has developed the GLOBAQUA toolbox, which compiles methods to measure river 
ecosystem functioning, describes their potential use to detect the impacts of different stressors, as well as the 
spatial and temporal resolution of the information they provide. By applying some of these tools, 
GLOBAQUA WP7 has shown ample evidence of the effects of drought and point-source pollution on river 
ecosystem functioning and suggested specific techniques that could be used for routine monitoring of these 
impacts. River managers and policymakers should incorporate measures of ecosystem functioning into river 
monitoring and assessment programs. 
 
Graphical Abstract 
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Research objectives addressed 
Ecosystem functioning comprises a set of processes that regulate the fluxes of energy and matter in 
ecosystems, such as nutrient retention or decomposition of organic matter. These processes are the basis of 
ecosystem services such as fish provisioning, and according to the Water Framework Directive, an integral 
part of ecological status. Yet, ecosystem functioning is seldom measured in river monitoring schemes, 
probably because of a lack of standardized and practical methods tailored for river managers.  
Therefore it is important: first, to produce and standardize a set of techniques to measure the main 
ecosystem processes under different environmental conditions and second, to understand how river ecosystem 
functioning responds to multiple stressors, especially drought and pollution.  
 
Research findings 
The GLOBAQUA toolbox compiles methods to measure river ecosystem functioning and describes their 
potential use and limitations. 
Our field experiments have found large spatial differences in ecosystem functioning, many of them 
associated with water scarcity and pollution from urban or industrial effluents (Fig .1).  

 
Figure 7.1 Uptake of Soluble Reactive Phosphorus (USRP) by benthic biofilm upstream (blue) and 

downstream (red) from urban effluents in tributaries from the Ebro River. 
 
Reconstruction of 20 years of river metabolism from continuous data on oxygen concentration showed 
ecosystem functioning to change historically as a consequence of climate drivers and of changes in reservoir 
management (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 7.2 Twenty years of photosynthesis or Gross Primary Production (GPP) and Ecosystem Respiration 

(ER) in River Iregua, a tributary of the Ebro River. 
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Urban effluents tend to subsidize ecosystem functioning, what can have negative environmental effects. For 
instance, subsidized respiration increases oxygen consumption and can result in anoxia (Fig. 3). These effects 
are stronger in situations of water scarcity when the diluting capacity of receiving water bodies is reduced. 

 
Figure 7.3. Oxygen concentration in artificial channels receiving Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) 

effluents in a range of concentration from 0 (pure stream water) to 100% (undiluted effluent). The 
effluents enhance ecosystem respiration, leading to anoxia. 

 
Translation of research findings 
Our research shows large spatial and temporal variability in most ecosystem processes measured. This 
variability depends on the complex interactions of multiple environmental stressors acting simultaneously, 
what makes it difficult to predict ecosystem functioning in any particular situation. Therefore, it is essential to 
routinely monitor at least a small subset of functional variables. 
Water scarcity, either caused by drought or by water abstraction, reduces the rates of most biological 
processes measured, and thus, impairs ecosystem functioning. At times this impairment can detrimentally 
affect structural variables, such as the composition of biological communities. This finding warns about the 
necessity to incorporate ecosystem functioning into decisions over water allocation, for instance, for 
environmental flows.  
Ecosystem functioning has varied substantially over the last decades, although there is no common pattern 
among the rivers studied. Existing long-term, high-resolution data-series on the oxygen concentration in 
European rivers offers a unique opportunity to unveil historical changes in ecosystem functioning as a 
response to global environmental change.  
Changes in river ecosystem functioning affect ecosystem services, i.e., the benefits people obtain from 
ecosystems. Given the central role acquired by ecosystem services in environmental management, it is 
necessary to increase our knowledge on river ecosystem functioning, especially through standardized 
protocols and repeated measures over time. 
 
Policy and Management recommendations 

 Managers should start to include standardized measurements of ecosystem functioning into the 
existing river monitoring and assessment schemes. These measures should be routinely taken so that 
forthcoming changes in ecosystem functioning can be detected, their causes identified, and their 
consequences forecasted. Although there are still uncertainties and difficulties regarding 
implementation and interpretation of ecosystem functioning metrics, these are not larger than those 
affecting structural methods (i.e., invertebrate metrics), which have already been satisfactorily solved.  

 Managers should also explore historical changes in river ecosystem functioning, especially in river 
metabolism, and apply this information into their forecasts. 

 Assessment of ecosystem services should be based as far as possible on real measurements of 
ecosystem functioning, not on tabulated bibliographical data. 
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 The next revision of the WFD should include ecosystem functioning indicators to characterize the 

ecological status of water bodies, as complementary to the already existing structural ones.  
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GLOBAQUA WP8 Policy Brief  
Integrated modeling for ecosystem services 

 
Overview 
Global change – including changes in temperature, precipitation, and land uses – will alter the current 
conditions by which the land cover regulate the cycles of water, nutrient and sediment. This is certainly going 
to have an effect on freshwater ecosystems and threatens the biodiversity and the human well-being associated 
with them. In this context, it is important to assess the freshwater-related ecosystem services that contribute to 
human well-being according to different management scenarios and create tools that help managers to cope 
with Global Change. In this sense, environmental policy can have an influence on climate and land use change 
mitigation, while specific management practices can ameliorate their effects on freshwater ecosystems. 
In WP8, we have first implemented a process-based model at a regional level in order to see the effects of 
different Global change scenarios on a series of freshwater-related ecosystem services (i.e., water 
provisioning, water purification, erosion control). The Ebro, the Adige, and the Sava have been chosen as 
representative river basins of Mediterranean, Alpine and continental environments of southern Europe. Then, 
we have co-developed with stakeholders an integrated modeling approach to see the effects that Global 
change and any mitigation action of it will have to the human wellbeing through the assessment of multiple 
ecosystem services. For this application, we have selected the Algars River basin, subbasin of the Ebro River. 
 
 
Graphical Abstract 
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Research needs  
River Basin District Authorities responsible for developing and implementing the Programmes of Measures 
(PoM) often struggle to identify the most cost-effective measures and to account for the effects of measures on 
not just ecological status, but on social and economic benefits. In the WP8 of GLOBAQUA, we aim to 
support these authorities by developing a framework and especially a series of tools, to support the process of 
designing and prioritizing management measures of the PoM. 
 
Research findings 
Mediterranean areas are more sensitive to global change 
Two different storylines, a pro-efficiency business as usual (myopic storyline) and a path towards social and 
environmental sustainabilities (sustainable storyline), describe two plausible scenarios of global change for the 
horizon 2050. By combining data from multiple climate, land use/land cover and agricultural management 
scenarios, and by using the InVEST tool, we modeled water provisioning, water purification, and erosion 
control ecosystem services and in the three South European river basins, which encompass the wide socio-
environmental diversity of the region. 
Our results indicate that Mediterranean basins (Ebro) are extremely sensitive to global change respect Alpine 
(Adige) or Continental (Sava) basins, as the Ebro might experience a decrease in water availability up to 40%, 
whereas the decrease is of only 2–4% in the Adige or negligible in the Sava (Figure 1, also in Jorda-Capdevila 
et al., 2019). However, Mediterranean basins are also more sensitive to the implementation of mitigation 
actions, which would compensate the drop in water provisioning. Results also indicate that the regulating 
services of water purification and erosion control will gain more relevance in the future, as both services 
increased between 4 and 20% in both Global change scenarios as a result of the expansion of agricultural and 
urban areas. Overall, the impact of Global change is diverse among services and across river basins in 
southern Europe, with the Mediterranean basins as the most vulnerable and the Continental as the least. The 
implementation of mitigation actions can compensate for the impact and therefore deserves full political 
attention. 

 
Figure 8.1. Basin-scale amount of water, sediment and nutrients potentially generated, divided 

in exported and retained/consumed, under current, myopic and sustainable conditions. 
 
Integrative approaches to modeling 
Once aware of the plausible effects of Global change on service provision, we worked on the development of 
an integrated model at a basin level consisting in four steps. First, a socio-cultural valuation (similarly as in 
Iniesta-Arandia et al., 2014), which informs us about the importance and vulnerability of different ecosystem 
services in the basin for different type of actors. Second, we relate multiple drivers of change to ecosystem 
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services provision through the construction of an innovative matrix that assembles mechanistic and Bayesian 
models. The starting point of this is a hydrological-biogeochemical model built with Q-SWAT, and different 
complements can be added with Q-GIS and R. Third, an economic valuation accounts for monetary and non-
monetary values of service provision. And fourth, a decision-making tool it is necessary to engage with 
stakeholders for prosing policy and management actions and co-developing future scenarios to be assessed. 
For our model in the Algars River basin, we linked multiple drivers of change to ecosystem assets and 
eventually to ecosystem services and benefits – such as food production, water provisioning, water 
purification, erosion control, hydropower production, peak storm and flood mitigation, aesthetics and 
recreation (see Figure 2 as an example of irrigation and food production) – in order to assess the effects of 
global change in people’s well-being. We also survey the local people to rank a list of 20 ecosystem services 
in terms of importance and vulnerability (see Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 8.2. Network structure of the socio-environmental model water provisioning for irrigation and food 

production. Boxes in green are the biophysical data, in orange the socio-economic data, in purple the 
sources of information and stakeholders who have an influence, and E in grey circles are those variables 

that can change in global change scenarios. 
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Figure 8.3. Percentage of respondents that selected the correspondent ecosystem service as one of the five 

most important or vulnerable services in the Algars river basin. 
Policy implications and management recommendations 

 Policymakers should be aware that: 
a. Mediterranean areas are the most sensitive to changes in climate and land uses 

in Southern Europe. 
b. By following a myopic storyline, important changes are more likely to happen 

than in a context of the application of pro-sustainability policies. 
c. Water provisioning and erosion control are more sensitive to global change 

(particularly the climate change) than nutrient retention. 
 It is necessary and urgent to analyze the socioeconomic implications of the plausible 

changes in the provision of services and propose specific policy and management 
actions in order to minimize their negative effects. 

 Watershed authorities, but policymakers in general, should acknowledge different 
actors as drivers of change in services provision. The multiple benefits associated with 
freshwater-related ecosystem services are also delivered to different stakeholders, thus 
tradeoffs and conflicts are likely to appear.  Farmers, forest managers, and urban 
planners are examples of stakeholders that need to take into consideration in water 
policy. 

 A Global change-led increase in the delivery of certain services, such as water 
purification or erosion control does not necessarily imply improvements in 
biodiversity, but most likely of the pollutant or sediment load in the watershed. Thus, 
one should cautiously analyze any change in the delivery of ecosystem services, and 
keep always in mind the intrinsic value of biodiversity. 

 There are other services beyond those easy to model, quantify and value. The local 
identity, traditional knowledge, and recreation for physical and mental health are 
examples of ecosystem services that may be valued by the lay people and should be 
taken into account when proposing policy and management actions for the adaptation 
to global change. 
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GLOBAQUA WP9 Policy Brief 
The use of Economic incentives to improve Programs of measures that address significant pressures on 

the water ecosystem 
Overview 
Although in principle, the development of the program of measures (PoMs) ought to be an iterative process, 
with measures tied directly to identify pressures within the river basins this has not consistently been the case. 
While the second round of River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs) shows some improvements on the first 
round RBMPs in terms of addressing the economic assessment in terms of Cost-Benefit Analyses, there is still 
a marked gap in terms of linking the PoMs with the identified pressures. Overall market and governance 
failures created occurrences of overexploitation and pollution and the overall unsustainable use of natural 
resources which make it necessary to develop and identify suitable economic management instruments. 
The EU-FP7 project GLOBAQUA conducted an extensive review of the economic instruments currently 
available for river management and water management in particular, and applied them to 6 specific case 
studies through different case scenario analysis, in order to identify the options available.  A summary of the 
main advantages and drawbacks of the various instruments was then formulated.  
 
Graphical Abstract 

 
Figure 9.1: The application of economic principal’s preconized in the Water Framework Directive 

 (cf. Koundouri et al. 2016) 
 

Research objectives addressed 
Natural resources are public goods for which market principles for efficient allocation do not always work. 
With regard to water quality, excessive pollution is caused by the existence of environmental externalities. 
Examples include effluent from waste treatment plants, factories, and urban and agricultural run-off. In these 
cases, the social costs of producing the good are ignored, leading to artificially low production costs and hence 
overproduction of the good that generates the externality. Government failures can also lead to misallocation 
of resources, as for example subsidies for agricultural production leading to the overexploitation of water 
resources for irrigation purposes (for a detailed analysis see Koundouri et al., 2017 and Marino and Kempres, 
1999). As a result of these market inefficiencies and externalities, the natural resource and water, in particular, 
are not allocated efficiently among alternative resource users.  
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Figure 9.2: Market failure to protect natural resources 

 

Given the missing information on supply costs and the willingness to pay of consumers, it is very difficult to 
derive a market efficient price which incorporates the social costs and benefits from the use of the resource. 
Thus, it remains important to develop and use appropriate market instruments that can control for these 
inefficiencies. 
 
Research findings 
Several economic tools can be used for the correction of market inefficiencies (demand-supply imbalances) 
and government failures that lead to inefficient use of natural resources.  
Water Abstraction and Pollution Taxes can be used to restrain water users from excessive use. Pollution taxes 
and area pricing are the most common forms of water pricing whereby users are charged for the water used 
while taxes including output pricing (charging a fee for each unit of output produced per user) and input 
pricing (charging users for water consumption through a tax on inputs i.e. a charge for each kilogram of 
fertilizer purchased in agriculture) are less commonly used. Tradable Permits which is the introduction of 
water markets in which water rights, or permits, can be traded (Howitt, 1997), is another instrument 
prescribed by economists in the face of demand-supply imbalances. It includes tradable water abstraction 
rights for quantitative water resource management, tradable discharge permits for the protection and 
management of (surface) water quality, tradable permits to use or consume water-borne resources. The 
financial impact on affected parties and related acceptability of tradable permits depends on the initial 
allocation of rights. These can either be distributed for free (for example depending on historical use or other 
criteria), or auctioned off to the highest bidders. If they are auctioned, revenues are created that can be used by 
the government generating thus a fiscal effect. Other economic tools are available such as subsidies (tax 
concessions and allowances, and guaranteed minimum prices) which can be directly implemented for water-
saving measures to induce users to behave in a more environmentally friendly way, or via indirect subsidy 
scheme; Standards and Quotas are legally set binding restrictions on natural resource use, for instance a legal 
water standard or quota can be introduced that places restrictions on the amount of water that can be extracted 
for use; Voluntary Agreements regard agreements between different local users and stakeholders. When costs 
and benefits are not equitably distributed among affected parties, both parties can bargain about compensation 
payments. Finally, liability legislation can internalize and recover the costs of environmental damage through 
legal action and make polluters pay for the damage their pollution causes. If the penalties are sufficiently high, 
and enforcement is effective, liability for damage can provide incentives for taking preventative measures.  
The theoretical views on the tools to integrating the externalities in the market for natural resources and to 
address market inefficiencies vary in terms of the tools proposed, on the practicalities attached to each 
alternative and on their effectiveness. From a theoretical perspective, all the economic instruments discussed 
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above can be proposed to be used in a complementary manner in order to achieve sustainable river 
management in the case studies. In each case, though it has to be communicated clearly the advantages and 
the shortcomings attached to each alternative economic instrument and this to be matched to the particularities 
of each case, to the severity of the problem that needs to be addressed and to the particular social and 
economic conditions prevalent in each local area. Thus, the final selection has to be based on stakeholder 
views and priorities. The success of their use depends on the appropriate design and implementation. 
In the case of water pollution and abstraction taxes, the effectiveness is associated with institutional factors as 
well as to the administrative and monitoring capacity of the setting body. The effectiveness of a tax depends 
on the correct estimation of the marginal tax level and on how risk-averse users are with respect to damage 
from reduced water availability (both in quality and quantity terms). The administrative costs of such an 
approach can also be high since a differentiated tax is not easy to control and monitor. The financial impact on 
affected parties depends on the restitution of revenues, which affects tax acceptability. Finally, there are 
practical implementation problems associated with the estimation of a fair rate, as it may be hard to define a 
good basis for a tax. On the positive side, new technologies and investments in water saving practices are 
encouraged in this case as consumers are faced with higher water use taxes.  
The application of water quality standards and quotas or subsidies comes with the advantage of ease in setting 
and implementation as well of application. However, it may not improve economic efficiency to the extent 
required and may hinder the incentives to innovate. The main issue comes with the financial impact which is 
not always equally distributed among affected parties since there are differences in the vulnerability of areas 
to changes induced by these instruments. Such instruments remain effective if users are faced with substantial 
monetary penalties for lowering the water level below this standard or not adhering to the quota. Also in cases 
of shared resources, the application of standards and quotas or the use of subsidies might not be possible 
across the entire river area (limitations are associated with shared costs and benefits across countries). 
Additionally, in this case, different needs or economic means might characterize the affected communities 
thus the fair burden sharing associated with standards, quotas and subsidies might be difficult to estimate or 
might be subject to the bargaining power of the contracting parties. Regarding the use of subsidies 
specifically, it may not be economically efficient as they create distortions and do not provide incentives for 
the adoption of modern technologies. 
When it comes to tradable permits, voluntary agreements, and appropriate legislation there is a benefit of 
flexibility, ease of adjustment and least-cost market operations. On the downside, the setting up of an efficient 
system is in largely determined by the initial allocation of permits, the existence of a well advanced legal and 
voluntary system, while the operation of the specific market is associated with high transaction costs. These 
economic measures can be envisaged in the case of the establishment of a well-functioning market for permits 
and voluntary agreements on natural resources, operating along a well-functioning legal system, a well-
functioning binding and monitoring mechanisms must be in place. If these tools are neither appropriately 
defined nor well-functioning, monitoring, and binding difficulties appear and will result in permit markets 
failure, while high transaction costs and legal deficiencies further impede the success of voluntary agreements 
and legal instruments. Additionally, for voluntary agreements to work efficiently, specialized knowledge of 
participants about local conditions is required since the allocation of such payments depends on the 
assignment of rights. Also, concerning liability legislation, for such systems to be effective there need to be 
one or more identifiable actors (polluters); the damage needs to be concrete and quantifiable, and a causal link 
needs to be established between the damage and the identified polluter. 
 
Translation of research findings 
One of the key innovations of the WFD was to introduce economic tools and instruments to achieve the 
ecological targets related to water resource management. Nevertheless, the use of economic instruments has 
been insufficient mainly due to a lack of knowledge base for incorporating new economic concepts and 
instruments into the wider EU water policy debate, as well as barriers to acceptance and lack of harmonized 
methodologies, among other reasons1. The research completed shows that each economic instrument comes 
                                                             
1 For a detailed discussion see Berbel and Exposito (2017) and Koundouri et al (2019) 
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with advantages and downsides and a different degree of difficulty regarding their applicability. The 
effectiveness of an economic tool will depend on river basin’s environmental, societal and economic 
specificities, as well as the possibility, for local water managers, to effectively implement, monitor, and ensure 
the rightful application of the economic tool. One can prove to be efficient in one river basin but rather 
inadequate in another river basin. These practicalities explain to an extent the limited effectiveness and 
successful implementation of economic tools. Additional implementation obstacles are associated with the 
organizational capacity of the respective states.  
Additionally, the economic instruments should consider the integrated value of water (i.e. economic, financial, 
environmental etc.). The economic and financial values are easier to quantify with the use of market-derived 
mechanisms (e.g. price of water, investment cost for infrastructure etc.). What is more difficult to quantify is 
the changes in physical, chemical, biological or ecological nature that impact on the number and the quality of 
ecosystem preservation functions. The benefits of these resource functions to society (and social welfare) are 
not confined to their physical functions. Such values constituted through social processes, represent ethical, 
aesthetic and cultural concerns as much as scientific knowledge. The sources of river values are diverse and 
heterogeneous, thus decisions on the river and water management-related policies and projects should not be 
made on scientific and/or economic (including financial, management, restoration costs, and benefits) grounds 
alone; social and cultural aspects also need to be considered for. For the integration of these values, policy-
makers have to explore water values held by ‘ordinary’ citizens in the context of developing a non-monetary 
approach to valuation and suggest how these values should be integrated into water resources management 
policies. 
 
Policy and Management recommendations 

 The implementation of economic instruments at a river basin scale can help better integration of the 
cost of environmental externalities and more efficient management of the water resource. 

 Economic instrument efficiencies depend on the local context, thus have to be chosen carefully based 
on an initial characterization of the river basin (economic, social and environmental assessment of the 
water body) 

 Economic instruments have to integrate the non-monetary value held by ‘ordinary’ citizens associated 
with the water ecosystem 
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GLOBAQUA WP10 Policy Brief 
Valuation of ecosystem services 

 
Overview 
A wide variety of climatic and anthropogenic pressures causes stress to all factors of the environment. 
Integrated river basin management (IRBM) is the basis of the Water Framework Directive (WFD), which 
aims to achieve good status for all water bodies in Europe. The WFD insists on the active involvement and 
consultation of all interested parties and deems public participation essential to ensure clean water in the 
future.  
The concept of Ecosystem Services (ES) is a useful tool to identify and quantify the benefits ecosystems 
provide that humans make use of and can be used by researchers in communicating to decision makers and 
informing them of what natural benefits are at stake.  
Eliciting citizen’s perceptions of pressures which impact ES, the perception of importance and type(s) of the 
value of ES, and the perception of proposed measures to protect ecosystem services is a central aspect of 
strengthening the consideration of ecosystem services within a IRBM. 
To facilitate the participative mapping, perceptions were inquired in a web survey in the form of a fixed, self-
administered questionnaire. The survey was distributed in three languages to citizens of Slovenia, Croatia, and 
Serbia in the Sava river basin in south-east Europe. The survey collected results from a combined total of 398 
respondents. 
Citizens perceive many different pressures, both coming from human activities and from climate change, to be 
negatively affecting ecosystem services. The only discernible benefit is that more knowledge will be 
generated and spread as climate change impacts on the environment become more prominent. Drinking water 
resources are both the most important ecosystem service and the most negatively impacted by climate change.  
Overall, most citizens assign high importance to ecosystem services. The most important ecosystem services 
have high values regarding the quality of life (mainly related to abiotic nature) and nature and biodiversity 
(mainly related to biotic nature). The generally least important ecosystem services are often recognized as 
having mainly economic prosperity value (mainly related to mass production and consumption). Most 
ecosystem services have a relatively significant economic and/or quality of life value. Few ecosystem services 
have relatively significant cultural and/or social value. Those that do, are categorized as cultural ES, are 
mainly related to exploration, experience, and learning, and are expected to experience little or no impact from 
climate change. 
Overall, the vast majority of citizens support most proposed protection measures. Citizens generally do not 
support the construction of a new dam (due to environmental concerns), and to a lesser extent the limitation of 
access to groundwater (due to reliance on this resource). Interventions which protect the quality of water 
resources used for drinking water and irrigation uses, for example by addressing pesticides, fertilizers, natural 
areas, and PCPs, are highly supported.  
With face-to-face surveying, it is possible to add more nuance to responses and to understand the reason 
behind the specific answer. The application of the selected type of survey was useful for analysis of large 
datasets and it was for this thesis research the most appropriate option. However, motivations for certain 
answers needed interpretation or inference to be able to be further analyzed. 

 
Research needs 
Article 14 of the WFD specifically states public participation needs to be encouraged by member states. “The 
success of this Directive relies on close cooperation and coherent action at Community, Member State, and 
local level as well as on information, consultation and involvement of the public, including users.” (European 
Parliament and European Council, 2000). The WFD was conceived in part due to citizen concern regarding 
water availability (relating to both adequate quality and quantity) and their call for improved and prioritized 
water protection. The WFD insists on the active involvement and consultation of all interested parties, 
especially during the development of RBMPs, and deems public participation essential to ensure clean water 
in the future.   
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IRBM is strongly associated with the ecosystem approach in the multidisciplinarity of both approaches and in 
the inclusion of diverse issues (i.e. biophysical and socio-economic) which affect water resources and uses 
(Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 2004). EU member states are required to submit 
updated river basin management plans (RBMPs) at an interval of 6 years for each river basin fully or partially 
within their national borders, either individually or in collaboration with the state(s) with which a river basin 
is shared. The RBMPs detail both up-to-date status and plans towards implementation of the WFD objectives. 
The WFD and RBMPs aim to achieve good ecological and chemical status for all water bodies in Europe, as a 
measure to clean polluted water bodies and keep them clean in the future (European Parliament and European 
Council, 2000). 
Participatory approaches are meanwhile widely practiced in all kind of aspects to strengthen a water resources 
management, but they are usually coming at the expense of a significant effort. 
In order to strengthen the acceptance and promotion of Ecosystem Services (ES) in the participatory 
development of RBMPs, it is important to address the following questions: 
 

 How is the local perception of water scarcity and water quality degradation? 
 How are Ecosystem Services in principle accepted by a broader public? 
 Are there certain types of Ecosystem services more supported than others? 
 How can the stakeholder perceptions be collected and analyzed in an efficient way? 

 
Research findings 
A fixed, self-administered questionnaire in the form of a web survey focusing on citizens’ perceptions of 
ecosystem services and related topics had been applied. The survey was conducted over the internet, by using 
an online survey website.  
The social survey was divided into 5 themes: General information (theme A), Environmental and water 
management (theme B), Ecosystem services (Theme C), Impact of climate change (theme D), Programmes of 
measures (theme E) In total, the survey contains 24 Survey Questions. 
Extra information was provided between Survey Questions to inform the respondents when and where 
deemed necessary for a basic and common understanding of the topic, whilst attempting not to intimidate or 
discourage the respondent with too much text and information. General completion time based on tests before 
survey distribution ranges from 10 to 15 minutes. 
 
Status of the environment and ecosystem services perceived 
Throughout the case studies, there is considerable high interest in environmental issues. The highest interest 
had been formulated in the Anglian case study (100 % stated high interest), while for all other basins a similar 
percentage (> 80%) had been stated. 
The majority of respondents from all 8 case study areas stated that they feel that the water resources are at risk 
(74% – 96%). An exception was the situation at the Adige catchment as here only 25 % of the respondents 
considered the water resources at risk. 
A wide range of reactions appears when it comes to the perception if the water resources and related services 
are currently well managed. While in the Slovenian part of the Sava basin, 60% of the respondents stated that 
they feel water resources and services are well managed, only 7 % of the respondents were confident with the 
management of resources and services. A similar low percentage (9%) had been obtained from the 
respondents at Evrotas basin. Another interesting contrast is that while in the Adige basin 88% consider the 
resources and services properly managed, only 33% share this opinion in the Anglian basin.  
There is a recognition of ecosystem services. On average, around 10 out of 15 ecosystems services were 
considered by approximately 90%  as having some level of importance. Within this range, the highest 
relevance was always assigned to the availability of drinking water supply, followed by forest (carbon capture 
and air purification). The other services such as water purification environmental education appear in different 
order. It is interesting to highlight that fishing plays an important role for the respondents from the Sous 
Massa basin.  
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All cases, despite the Sous Massa, unanimously indicated the mass tourism as the least important ecosystem 
service, while the respondents for the Sous Massa case stated the ecotourism as being least important. Other 
services that had given a lower rank were intensive agriculture (Sava Slovenia, Adige, Anglian), water for 
industry (Ebro), or water for thermal plants (Sava Slovenia). 
Overall there is very high conviction (80 – 100 %)  that climate change will occur and will affect the 
livelihood to some level, and sharing an opinion that climate change is a real, current, and challenging 
phenomenon. 
 
Impact of pressures on ecosystem services 
The vast majority of respondents think that the intensity and/or frequency of rain and floods will be increased 
due to climate change, namely 100% (Sous Massa) – 71 % (Evrotas) of respondents. The remaining 
respondents assume there will be less rain and floods. Likewise, the majority of respondents expect that the 
intensity and/or frequency of droughts will be increased due to climate change, namely 100 % (Sous Massa ) – 
79% (Sava Serbia). In contrast, the percentages of respondents who think climate change will increase the 
prevalence and intensity of forest fires and snowfall are much lower. Explanations could be sought due to the 
situation that in general people had been individually and personally more affected by hydrological extremes 
than by other natural hazards.  
Correspondingly to the recognition of a climate change as a real threat, most respondents indicate they think 
climate change will have a negative effect on ecosystem services. Endangering drinking water resources is 
considered as being the most negatively impacted ecosystem service, which is followed by reduced 
availability of water for irrigation (all cases despite Evrotas). Concerns are also stated for flood control, 
erosion control, biodiversity or drought protection with different priorities. A negative impact on the beauty of 
the landscape is stated from the Sous Massa case. 
In general, it can be indicated that at least 75% (Sous Massa) – 100 % of respondents are aware of the listed 
human pressures on ecosystem services, which were provided during the interview. Of the listed pressures, the 
highest unawareness levels are related to the use of household pesticides, the spread of invasive species, 
further construction of water infrastructure, and deforestation. 
In general, only environmental education is expected to be positively affected by climate change. This might 
be explained by the need to adapt already through learning or simply by the increase in outside-the-norm 
weather and environmental events which are given media attention.  
Overall one can recognize, that the most positively affected ecosystem service (environmental education) and 
the most negatively affected ecosystem service  (drinking water resources) are both considered to be some of 
the most important ones in the view of the respondents.    
 
The social value of ecosystem services 
Some ecosystem services are perceived to have (more) potential to contribute to local prosperity in the region 
than others. Therefore, to each value, a number of key ecosystem services had been assigned.  
Mass tourism and irrigated agriculture (in changing order) had been indicated of being of highest value for 
economic prosperity within the case studies. Heritage & tourism, as well as the beauty of the landscape, are 
frequently considered as relevant for the cultural identity emerged frequently. Drinking water resources and 
water purification are generally perceived of being most critical to the quality of the living environment, 
whereas at Sous Massa treated wastewater reuse was also prominently stated.  
Nature and biodiversity had been also recognized as relevant values for a prosperous development and which 
are sustained through fishery, forest, biodiversity, ecological corridors, and erosion control. However, the 
ranking of the ecosystem services varies amongst the reflections obtained.  
While ecosystem services such as environmental education or ecotourism & sports were throughout indicated 
as relevant for the social cohesion, the value itself was considered as not very relevant for a prosperous 
development of the area.  
Overall, it can be stated that the categories of economic prosperity (36%- 32%) and quality of living 
environment (21% - 30%) are indicated in the majority of cases as a the most important type of value. 
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Figure 10.1. Perceptions on the importance of Ecosystem Services, example from the Sous Massa case 

study area 
 

 
Acceptance of measures  
While the results reflect a general understanding on the challenges as well as on the potential of ecosystem 
services, the feedback from the respondents highlighted that there is both acceptance as well as some level of 
opposition against certain services.  
The acceptance of future measures differs to some extent between the various case study sites. In principle, 
there is a high level of support given to imposing heavier fines for industries which pollute water resources 
and the environment (ranked with highest acceptance in Sava Croatia, Sava Serbia, Ebro, and listed also as 
relevant in the Adige and Sous Massa). Furthermore, there is very high support given to the banning of 
pesticides (Sava Croatia, Sava Serbia, Evrotas). At Sava Serbia and the Adige case, measures against the 
illegal access to the public supply network are greatly supported. At the Anglian river basin, the Evrotas,  and 
at the Sava Serbia case, vegetated strips alongside urban infrastructure (roads, railways, roundabouts), and 
stopping urban development in areas prone to flooding had received a preference.  
Promotion of pollutant-free PCBs is demanded at Sava Croatia, Sava Serbia and at the  Adige case. It is 
interesting to add that the most accepted measure within Sous Massa case is the increased use of efficient 
irrigation systems. 
Amongst all measures, objections against the development of large and small dams were unanimously 
expressed. Other measures that received a high refusal were new projects for groundwater exploitation, 
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abstractions for irrigated agriculture. An interesting note is that the respondents at the Evrotas, Adige, and 
Sous Massa basin highlighted objections against the extension of urbanized areas. The Ebro basin formulated 
instead a concern against subsidized ecotourism initiatives. 
 

 
Figure 10.2. Perceptions on the acceptance of Ecosystem Services, an example from the Sous Massa 

case study area 
 
 
Policy-relevant conclusions 

 The local perception of water scarcity and water quality degradation 
Although there can be significant differences between the opinions of citizens in some instances - which can 
be attributed to local (natural, political, or socioeconomic) circumstances - on average a large majority of 
citizens is engaged and concerned about their environment and its future considering the impacts of climate 
change. Water resources are generally considered to be at risk occasionally, in some cases due to a 
combination of inappropriate (waste) water management and other factors. Most citizens are aware of current 
extreme weather events and expect an overall temperature increase (more droughts, slightly less snowfall, 
slightly more forest fires) and especially a precipitation increase (more rain and flooding) in their region.  
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Climate change is considered to be a major pressure which will negatively impact all ecosystem services. The 
only discernible benefit is that more knowledge will be generated and spread as climate change impacts on the 
environment become more prominent, which is considered a very important benefit. Overall, provisioning 
services are the most pressured type of ecosystem services. Among these is drinking water resources – which 
is both the most important ecosystem service and the most negatively impacted. Moreover, there is a wide 
variety and a great number of human activities which pressure ecosystems. Almost all citizens are aware of 
many of these human pressures. 
 

 Supporting certain types of Ecosystem services  
Overall, most citizens assign high importance to ecosystem services. The most important ecosystem services 
have high values regarding the quality of life (mainly related to abiotic nature and in the form of regulating 
services) and nature & biodiversity (mainly related to biotic nature). The least important ecosystem services 
have high values regarding economic prosperity (mainly related to mass tourism and water consumption). 
Most ecosystem services have a relatively significant economic and/or quality of life value. 
Few ecosystem services have relatively significant cultural and/or social value. Those that do, are categorized 
as cultural ES, are mainly related to exploration, experience, and learning, and are expected to experience 
little or no impact from climate change. 
 

 Principle acceptance of Ecosystem Services by a broader public  
Overall, the vast majority of citizens support most proposed protection measures. Citizens generally do not 
support the construction of a new dam (due to environmental concerns) and to a lesser extent the limitation of 
access to groundwater (due to reliance on this resource). The most strongly supported measures are those 
which generally protect the quality of water resources - for example by addressing pesticides, fertilizers, 
natural areas, and PCPs. 
 

 Collecting and analyzing citizen perceptions in an efficient way 
The results of the Globaqua project made clear that the use of a fixed, self-administered survey is useful for 
data comparison even if it lacks the explanation of why a certain answer was given. It can overcome the time 
consuming and costly effort of a semi-structured interview and offer hence, in turn, the possibility to engage a 
much wider public to provide input and reflections. The presented approach also enabled a reasonable 
comparison between the 8 different case study areas with their own context in a political economy. 
Future efforts should clearly focus to use such online surveys to maintain on a continuous and real-time 
benchmarking with the combination of sophisticated analyses tools for permanent automatic processing of 
results.  
By applying multiple methods of survey distribution, a more diverse group can be reached, for example: using 
alternative existing connections or cultivating new connections in the region; distributing the survey through 
certain social media platforms or groups; distributing the survey by having certain organizations (e.g. 
municipalities, nature organizations) make it accessible on their own website or including it in a newsletter or 
other communication to their members, subscribers, or citizens. 
 
Policy recommendations 
Citizens perceive many different pressures, both coming from human activities and from climate change, to be 
negatively affecting ecosystem services. Overall, all ecosystem services are important and can contribute 
value in different forms. The most important ecosystem services are often those which contribute to the 
quality of life and to nature and biodiversity, but in general, it is recognized that all ecosystem services have 
economic value. 
The survey revealed hence an interesting paradox.  There is a clear recognition of valuing the economic 
relevance of ecosystem services, while at the same time, the acceptance of services that bring the highest 
return (mass tourism, industrial water use, intensive agriculture). In this view, the rather soft expression 
“ecosystem service” has with “yes, but not in front of me” a similar standing in the public opinion like the 
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extension of renewable energy production or the further construction of railway lines for strengthening the 
public transport.  
However, in contrary to the need of the above-mentioned infrastructure buildings, there is a choice possible 
for which ecosystem services should be used. The increasing public opinion on focusing on the resilience of 
river basins against hydrological extremes, favor such measures that contribute to the protection of water 
resources, maintaining the beauty of landscapes and prevent the desertification.  
Addressing the public desire for economic growth should not be done by following the traditional path, but by 
stimulating the water smart business development, the circular-economy and the support of innovation 
platforms.   
Policy makers, decision makers, and planners should take stock of this phenomenon and strengthen the 
implementation of ecosystem services that mitigate the multi stressor effects and the resilience of river basins 
at the same time.  
Involving the public at highest level in elaborating such interventions will not only lead to a faster realization 
of selected measures but right the way also to the stronger valuation of efforts by decision makers and 
implementing administrations.  
 

 
 

Figure 10.3. Evrotas river, upstream section 
 

 
Figure 10.4. Evrotas river, downstream section 
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GLOBAQUA WP11 Policy Briefs 
River basin management plans and programmes of measures: 

an instrument to drive multifunctional investments 
Overview 
Implementation of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) 60/2000/EC entails significant investments from 
the public and private sector. In order for these investments to be effective in achieving the WFD 
environmental objectives, and beneficial to society and the economy, river basin management plans (RBMPs) 
require solid foundations and complex, holistic assessment capacity. The Globaqua “decision support cycle” 
provides a conceptual framework aimed at helping the organization of analyses of Drivers, Pressures, Status, 
Impact, and Responses (DPSIR) to identify measures representing multifunctional investments in order to 
strike a balance between the benefits to nature and to people. The conceptual framework is accompanied by 
practical tools for the quantitative analysis of decisions.  
 
Graphical Abstract 
 
 

 
 
Research needs 
The 4th Implementation Report of the Water Framework Directive (European Commission 2015) highlights, 
inter alia, that the Member States keep struggling with:  

- Grounding river basin plans on a solid analytical basis (assessment of pressures and impacts, and 
reliable assessment of the status of water bodies)  

- Performing a gap analysis to identify the most cost-effective combination of measures to achieve the 
objectives, and to justify exemptions 

- Planning effective investments, also by coordinating implementation to reap multiple benefits and 
seizing investment opportunities available at EU scale and beyond. 

In WP11 of Globaqua, we propose a framework supporting the process of river basin management planning to 
deal with the three aspects mentioned above.  
 
Research findings 
A set of “pressure indicators”, deemed to reflect the impacts of human activities on the ecological status of 
water bodies, has been developed at EU scale and checked to actually represent well the reported status of EU 
rivers (Grizzetti et al. 2017). Pressure indicators include among others pollution by nitrogen and phosphorus, 
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urban runoff, the presence of agriculture and infrastructure in floodplains, and hydrological alteration. 
Exploration of the relationships between combinations of pressure indicators and the ecological status 
reported by Member States using statistical/machine learning techniques enables identifying the most relevant 
pressures in a river basin, and how addressing more than one pressure in combination yields multiple benefits 
in terms of ecological status.  
 

NATURAL AREAS IN FLOODPLAINS NITROGEN CONCENTRATION 

    

 
 
Translation of research findings  
The systematic analysis of pressure indicators enables identifying relevant pressures that need to be reduced in 
order to achieve the WFD objectives. Reducing pressures requires first of all to define realistic reduction 
targets, usually taking into account benefits and costs. These can sometimes be quantified, but often are 
known in semi-qualitative terms, as they reflect not only monetary costs but also implementation difficulties 
and uncertainties related to the interests of stakeholders, capacity of the implementers, the political viability of 
certain decisions etc. In general, we expect trade-offs between the improvement of the status of water bodies 
due to a reduction of pressures, and the effort (or “generalized cost”) entailed. Pistocchi et al., 2018, propose 
an approach to calculate the optimal trade-offs (“Pareto front”) based on a multi-criteria evaluation of the 
effort based on the reduction of water abstractions and polluting emissions from different regions and 
economic sectors, and the corresponding improvement of the status of water bodies in a river basin.  

Figure 11.1. Ecological status correlates with 
the naturalness of floodplains and nitrogen 
concentrations; improving both pressure 
indicators is predicted to yield more status 
improvement than addressing each 
independently.  

Source: Grizzetti et al. 2017 
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Figure 11.2. In this example, 
the points of the graph represent 
the minimum level of water 
stress for a given effort in 
reducing water abstractions 
(Pareto front): point A 
represents a relatively low effort 
and consequently low stress 
reduction, mainly about 
reducing industrial emissions in 
Region 1, while point B entails 
reducing emissions in all sectors 
and all regions.  

Source: Grizzetti et al. 2017 
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Policy relevance and/or policy needs addressed  
Assessment and identification of significant pressures to be managed. The proposed pressure indicators show 
a clear relationship with the ecological status of water bodies, contributing to the construction of a solid basis 
for the river basin management plans’ programmes of measures. In addition to those presented in (Grizzetti et 
al. 2017), additional pressure indicators have been developed within Globaqua, including organic pollution 
(concentration of 5-days Biochemical Oxygen Demand or BOD5 (Vigiak et al. 2018), river water temperature 
(Vigiak et al. 2017) and concentration of chemical pollutants (Pistocchi et al. 2018a). Vigiak et al., 2017, 
compare and discuss various hydrological alteration indicators.  
Improving the selection of measures that address significant pressures to improve system state. The analysis 
of Pareto fronts of status improvement vs effort entailed to reduce pressures supports the gap analysis required 
by the Water Framework Directive.  
 
Management recommendations  

 The analysis of river basins (art. 5 of the Water Framework Directive) should include a mapping of 
quantitative pressure indicators for pollution and hydro-morphological alterations, as well as an 
exploration of their relationship with ecological status. This is expected to enable the identification of 
those pressures which drive the ecological status of water bodies.  

 Once the driving pressures are identified, measures to address each relevant pressure should be 
designed on the basis of an agreed-upon “pressure reduction target”. This should reflect a trade-off 
between the effort entailed and the improvement of status achieved. A multicriteria analysis tool as 
demonstrated in Pistocchi et al., 2018a, may support the definition of the pressure reduction targets by 
generating a fit-for-purpose Pareto front.  

 Specific measures cannot be automatically elicited through a mathematical procedure, but stem from a 
design process and require reflective practice. It is important that the river basin management plan 
identifies all possible collateral benefits and beneficiaries of a given measure, in order to improve the 
viability of investments.  

 In the future, the mapping of potentials for specific types of measures and the identification of the 
most suitable sites for a given measure based on spatial multicriteria evaluation techniques is expected 
to provide useful support in directing investments where they are most needed, and where they can be 
best financed and funded. 

 Besides technical analyses, empowering communities is an essential prerequisite for the successful 
implementation of measures (Pistocchi 2018 and 2019). Measures designed not just to improve the 
ecological status, but also to stimulate the economy and to deliver specific benefits to the 
communities of local stakeholders may have stronger and more stable political endorsement and, 
consequently, may seize an effectiveness dividend in improving the ecological status of water bodies.  
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GLOBAQUA WP12 Policy Briefs 
Water Management Policy 

 
Overview 
As part of the policy analysis and research undertaken under GLOBAQUA Work-Package 12 (Policy) the first 
set of GLOABQUA Policy Briefs (GLOBAQUA, 2017) covered the policy needs and the areas where 
GLOBAQUA research could deliver benefits. Further to the policy needs, barriers and constraints to achieve 
adaptive and sustainable water management were investigated at both EU and catchment level. For this it was 
important to review the transition of EU policies that led to the adoption of the WFD, to identify the reasons 
why the Directive was introduced and what it was trying to deliver and to place progress with its 
implementation into context. Catchment-based research involved in-depth analysis of Cycle 1 Programmes of 
Measures (PoMs), using as a case study the Broadlands River catchment in the UK. Recommendations for 
adaptation to EU water policy include: enabling Integrated Catchment Management (ICM) to mitigate 
pesticide pollution at source, the potential of water reuse as an alternate water supply and ensuring effective 
public participation in river basin management planning via integrating Ecosystems Services (ES) 

 

Graphical Abstract  
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Research objectives addressed 
 

As part of the policy analysis and research undertaken under GLOBAQUA Work-Package 12 (Policy) the first 
set of GLOABQUA Policy Briefs (GLOBAQUA, 2017) covered the policy needs and the areas where 
GLOBAQUA research could deliver benefits. Following from these policy needs, WP12 research focused on: 

 Identifying barriers and constraints to achieve adaptive and sustainable water management at both EU 
and catchment level (Anglian River Basin District in UK). 

 Investigating the WFD’s approach for addressing the complexity and uncertainty in river basin 
management through the role of public participation in the WFD implementation 

 Making recommendations for adaptation of EU water policies and suggested ways to improve 
management of freshwater systems by enabling ICM to address pesticide pollution, investigating the 
potential of water reuse as a measure and developing an ES-participatory approach for prioritising 
pressures. 

 

Research findings 
  
Barriers and constraints to achieve adaptive and sustainable water management 

At the EU and member state level: 

The analysis of the evolution of EU Water Policy towards the WFD’s Integrated River Basin Management 
(IRBM) paradigm revealed that: 

 Different interpretations on the Directive’s objectives and exemptions left unresolved 
 Ambiguity and compromises observed by its Common Implementation Strategy 
 Lack of real support for the policy shift required 
 Member States continued with traditional water management practices 
 Compliance driven implementation 
 Misunderstandings of key concepts of the WFD 
 Deviation from the Directive’s intent and methodological approach (Voulvoulis et al., 2017) 

Have all been barriers to the harmonised transposition of the IRBM paradigm, the key to delivering good 
ecological status (Giakoumis and Voulvoulis, 2018a). 

 

At the catchment level: 

• PoMs were not targeting adequately catchment pressures  

• Issues with pressure – impact analysis compromised the ability of measures to target the pressures 

• A tendency to target WFD classification elements based on the assumption that easy, rapid ecological 
status improvements will be achieved by compliance with certain standards for the monitored 
indicators. 

• The strong focus of the current approach on easy technological fixes without addressing the 
relationship of either the perceived problem or of the proposed solution, to catchment-scale 
ecosystem functioning. 
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• Imbalance in the development of measures, in terms of the choice of mechanisms and the 
corresponding sectors. Planning actions mainly for point sources from heavily regulated sectors such 
as the water industry often neglecting diffuse pollution from agriculture and solely choosing 
softer approaches. 

 

Addressing the complexity and uncertainty in river basin management through the role of public 
participation 

Socio-hydrological systems are reflexive, adaptive, non-linear and complex and have feedback loops, 
emerging properties and non-predictable responses to management interventions (Del Moral and Do Ó, 2014). 
Analysis of several European projects (HEROIC, PRESTO, BROWSE) indicates that WFD challenges can be 
found in other policies. Four lessons from other EU projects dealing with uncertainty and complexities in 
water management through participatory approaches can be summarised as follows: 

 Involving stakeholders has greater potential in comparison to them just accepting decisions. 
 Methods and endpoints have to be consistent with purposes and objectives 
 The ethical implications and the differences between deterministic versus probabilistic approaches 

have to be considered 
 Debates on the integration of knowledge and values in decision making can support the engagement 

process  

Role-playing games, Cognitive mapping, Group model building, and Network analysis are identified as 
participatory tools that account for environmental complexity that can further facilitate the participatory 
process. 

 

Recommendations for adaptation of EU water policies 

 

Enabling ICM for pesticide pollution  

The development of ICM strategy requires a combination of economic incentives, legal arrangements and, in 
most cases, the adoption of mitigation measures and best management practices calling for voluntary 
behaviour. Water quality in raw surface water can be improved, and in some instances, it has the potential to 
achieve Drinking Water Directive compliance (Mohamad Ibrahim et al., 2018). 

Priority areas across the sub-catchments are variable and need to be selected based on crop type, soil type, the 
source of water intake (pumped vs. natural catchments) and metaldehyde concentrations in the tributaries 
feeding into the reservoirs (Mohamad Ibrahim et al., 2018). 

 

Systemic methodologies and tools, in support of WFD’s river basin planning: 

GLOBAQUA WP12 delivered participatory and ecosystems services approach for pressure 
prioritization. Based on this four-step approach (see Figure 1), a ranking of pressures can be delivered based 
on stakeholders’ perception of how the delivery of ecosystem services is affected by each pressure and 
incorporating their value as an indicator of the magnitude of the impact (Giakoumis and Voulvoulis, 2018b) 
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  Figure 12.1. A four-step, participatory ecosystems services approach for pressure prioritization 

 

The potential for water reuse in EU policy 

A review of existing reuse schemes and regulations across the world, found variation, demonstrating the need 
for assessing benefits and risks on a case by case basis (Voulvoulis, 2014). Most regulations are limited 
around the necessary water quality for different end uses, with some regulations written years ago and now 
need to be updated in order to reflect the current water crisis, while also considering the technologies of today. 
Reuse systems, particularly in potabilization applications, should include a multi-barrier treatment framework 
composed of advanced unit processes, and they should incorporate resiliency (i.e., ability to adjust to upsets), 
redundancy (i.e., backup systems), and robustness (i.e., features that simultaneously address multiple 
contaminants) in order to succeed today (Voulvoulis, 2018). Recycling and reuse offer a strategy to improve 
water supply by managing wastewater better and while in a circular economy context they could be promoted 
through policy instruments such as charges and tariffs, increasing their cost-effectiveness and acceptability, 
care must be taken with addressing real and perceived water quality issues. The overall viability of water 
reuse is a vital consideration in the transition to a circular economy today (Voulvoulis, 2018). 

 

Translation of research findings 

The role of ecological status as a performance indicator, better characterisation of river basins (including 
analysis of pressures, impacts and economic analysis), improving monitoring to capture the interactions 
between stressors, ensuring that PoMs aim to improve system state by managing pressures, improved 
participation, and interdisciplinarity to address the complex issues associated with water management, all call 
for a transition towards the WFD approach that can only be achieved with real transformational change.  

The premise of IRBM lies in treating the catchment as one interconnected system (Figure. 12.2), with the 
development of management responses aimed towards improving water quality as a result of improving 
ecosystem health (system state). That means establishing a robust understanding of the essential 
components of the system (including pressures, impacts and economic analysis) and their interactions, to 
take appropriate actions to reduce pressures and improve its overall state. 

 

Ecosystem Services delivered by the river  basin identified and valued 

Anthropogenic pressures in the river basin identified 

How the delivery of these ecosystem services might be affected by the 
pressures established  

Pressures ranked based on their potential to affect ecosystems services 
delivery incorporating their relative values as indicators of the magnitude 

of the impact 
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  Figure. 12.2. The Water Framework Directive’s systemic intention and methodological approach 

Addressing the inherent complexity of water resources management, public participation in the 
implementation of the WFD can create the impetus for the integration of multiple perspectives and skills for 
decentralized policy-making in freshwater governance. Improvements in public participation in river basin 
planning can further contribute to the potential of adaptive approaches in management to address complexity 
and manage uncertainties. More systematic ways to effectively prioritize significant pressures and therefore 
select appropriate programmes of measures in line with the Directive's IRBM paradigm, and presents 
opportunities for further integration of ecosystem services in WFD procedural elements (Giakoumis and 
Voulvoulis, 2018b).  

ICM opens up opportunities to tackle diffuse water pollution, however planning and implementing its 
measures can be complex and challenging, particularly where stakeholders are involved. A critical step for the 
success of ICM was shown to be establishing a connection and trust between the Catchment Advisors and 
farmers (Mohamad Ibrahim et al., 2018). 

Recycling and reuse are central to a circular economy approach and offer a strategy to improve water supply 
by managing wastewater better. Such strategy should also ensure the safety of water reuse, and therefore 
apply water quality standards appropriate to the specific use, but also ensure adequate and reliable operation 
of water reuse systems and appropriate regulatory enforcement (Voulvoulis, 2018) 

 

Management recommendations 

 Enabling a paradigm shift through the harmonized transposition of the "integrated river basin 
management paradigm" is the way to account for multiple pressures interactions and to address 
complexities bounded in water management, the way to good ecological status. 

 An important precondition for successful preparation and implementation of PoMs is the 
establishment of clear relationships between WFD objectives, operational environmental quality 
objectives for the water bodies and the associated maximum permitted pressures. 

DESIRED STATE 
Good or High Status 

Responses 
• Programme of Measures (PoMs) 

aim to manage the impacts of  
anthropogenic pressures 

Pressures 
• Pressures and associated 

impacts cause a deviation in 
system states 

• Their assessment aims to  
understand the sources of 
potential degradation and 
the degree of risk of failing 
to achieve the default good 
status objectives  

THE SYSTEM 

Catchment 
 
 

 

• The state of the system in the absence of 
any anthropogenic pressures,                   
or a slight biological deviation                         
from what would be expected                         
under natural/undisturbed                               
(reference) conditions.  

 
 
 
ü   

CURRENT STATE 
Ecological Status 

• Ecological Status: performance 
indicator that  compares  system 
state (actual conditions ) with good 
ecological status  (a specific set of 
reference conditions.)  

• Measures the ‘distance(s)’ between 
the current environmental state and 
the desired state 

Catchments  are fundamentally 
different from each other  

(both in socio-political and natural conditions ) 
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 Measures should focus on WFD’s broader objectives. PoMs should target the significant pressures 
and maximize benefits while improving the whole system state. 

 The link between classification, the pressures to be managed and the PoMS is complex, and by no 
means linear. Although, the classification models can capture stressors related to anthropogenic 
impacts on streams it, however, does not reveal specific causes of why sites may fail to reach good 
ecological status and consequently it does not point at specific mitigation measures. 

 Having Catchment Advisors who are already familiar with the catchments and can speak the 
agricultural language is key to effective communication and knowledge exchange with the farmers. 
The role of agronomists towards shaping the farmers' decisions must also be incorporated into a 
stakeholder engagement strategy. 

 Promote interdisciplinary research and knowledge integration – collaborative participatory 
approaches. 

 The nature of ES as both a concept and as potential indicators of ecosystem state signifies an 
emerging trend in environmental policies. 
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